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Bill would cause increase
in Medicare premiums

C.ommission
eyes changes
to city flood
plain maps
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he Murray Planning
on
Commission
Wednesday. discussed the
changes that will soon be made
to the city's flood plain maps,
which have not been updated
since they first created in 1978
and adopted in 1980.
David Roberts, Murray's
director of planning and engineenng, told conunission members that some lenders require
properties included in the flood
plains to purchase flood insurance. Flood plains are also
referred to as "1 percent aimual
chance" or "100 year flood"
levels. he said. He said the map
is ba.sed on the data from a flood
insurance study that determines
base flood elevation.
Roberts said that since the
maps were first adopted in
1980, much has been annexed
into the city, especially on the
south side of town. The Federal
Management
Emergency
Agency has been working with
the city on the new maps since
2005, he said. Some properties
have been taken out and some
have been added in the new
maps. Roberts said that approximately 200 letters were sent to
residents in or near the flood
plains informing them of
changes that could affect them.
although he said he didn't count
how many were removed and
how many were added. He said
they had a 90-day period, which
ends Jan. 24. to rriake any complaints.
Commission member Tom
Kind asked why some ueas of
the city, such as development
west of Bee Creek, that had
allowed for drainage but had
since been paved over were now
considered iess of a flood hazard on the new. maps. Roberts
said he didn't know but that
conunission members and the
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Brendrut Daly, a spokesman for Speaker Nancy
By DAVID ESP°
Pelosi. said the measure raising fees for physiAP SPecsal Correspondent
ASH1NGTON 1AP) — Seniors would cians would "tackle seniors' No. I concern: that
pay. S49 billion in higher premiums they can keep their doctors. Taken together with
over the next decade as a result of leg- the health insurance reform bill which will lower
islation headed for a House vote that raises fees premiums, extend the solvency of Medicare try
for doctors treating Medicare patients, according five years, improve preventive and primary cut
to an estimate by congressional budget officials. tor seniors, and eliminate the doughnut hole
The increase is a result ot A federal law requie- drug coverage gap, it's a good deal for seniors."
Ironically, Democrats had once intended to
ing premiums to pay one-quarter of the cost of
physician payments as part of the health
raise
outpaother
and
doctors
for
services
Medicare
care bill that passed on a near-party line vote, but
tient seriices.
Democratic leaders have slated a vote for changed COUIrSe in part to hold down its pnce tag.
According to an analysis by the Congressional
Thursday on the bill, which is designed to head
off a 21 percent cut in physician fees scheduled Budget Office, the legislation expected on the
for Jan. I. It is a companion t i the controversial House floor this week would raise fccs for dochealth care measure that passed earlier this
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Pho4o wcryided
HONORS RECIPIENT: S. Army Command Sgt. Maior
Rocky Shapla of Murray, right. receives a Multinational
Forces !fallen Service Cross recently trom Italian Ministry
of Defense C,ol. Giorgio Russo, left, at the Italian Embassy
in Washington D.C. Shapla was honored for his peacekeeping actions in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

month.

•See Page 2A

Mayoral race
now has two
candidates :;
By HAWKINS TEAGUE :Staff Writer
As of Monday, two candia":
dates had filed to run for mayoi:
of Mun-ay in 2010.
Murray City Councilman F.'Si
"Butch" Seargent filed to rulg
on Nov. 4, which was the fit*
day candidate's running for as*
elected office could file. Ott!
Monday, the council's youngest
member, 24-year-old Greg
Anderson. also filed to run.
Mayor Danny Hudspeth said
this morning he has not yet
made any. decision about
whether or not to run for the
office next year
Seargent was the director of
planning and engineering for
the City of Murray for 14 yeak
and is the pastor of Murra3r
Family Cnurch He aaid he sidR
does some work in the land-sur::.
veying business. He said that
one of the biggest issues all city
officials will have to face in the
near future is where the revenue
that keeps the city running will
come from.

II See Page 2A
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The massy Tacos of Cancer'
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TODAY

Tomonnow

stands with the eight
Karen Hunter, a sales associate at Orscheln's Farm and Home Store and ovarian cancer survivor,
people pictured in each
"Faces of Cancer' portraits on display at the store. The traveling exhibit tells the stories of the
Nov. 24.
portrait and their battles with cancer, and will be on display in Murray through Tuesday,

60s
40s

Dan Forecast
By The Aseselded Press
Wednesday. .Mostly cloudy
with a 30 Percent chance of
showers. Highs in the lower 50s.
South. winds 5 to 10 mph
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy with a 2G percent chance
of showers Lows in the Lower
408
sunny.
Thursday.. Partly
Highs in the lower 60s.
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy Lows in the mid 40s.
Friday Partly cloudy. Kghs
in the lower 60s
Frkiey night...Panty cloudy
Lows in the mid 40s
cloudy
Saturday. Partly
Highs in the lower 60s
night.. Partly
Saturday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers Lows in the upper
40s
Sunday Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Highs in the
lower 60s.
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GOP: Zero support for Senate financial reform bill
institutions that threaten the
By ANNE FLAHERTY
broader economy.
Associated Press Writer
But Republicans have said
VsASHINGTON (AP) —
said they trunk the plan goes too far
Republicans
Senate
Tuesday there is no support by putting onerous restrictions
within the GOP for the finan- on Wall Street that could limit
cial overhaul plan outlined last the availability of credit.
"My understanding is that
week by Democrats, puning on
shaky ground a top pnority for it's not acceptable to any of the
Republicans on the committee
President Barack °barna.
Sen. Chris Dodd, D-Conn., as it now stands." Senate
chairman of the Senate Republican leader Mitch
Banking, H.ousing and Urban McConnell of Kentucky told
Affairs Committee, has out- repKirters.
Democrats have said they
lined an 1,136-page draft bill
that would create thnee new believe at least some GOP supfederal agencies to police port will be needed to pass the
banks. protect consumers and bill. They hold a shin majority
dismantle failing financial in the Senate, and some of

more couldn't support the measure
their
conservative as it was written. Among the
members major sticking points is Dodd's
be insistence that a new federal
might
to agency be created to focus on
tempted
with consumer protections.
side
Republicans
"That's a deal-breaker"
if a strong among
provisions.
other
case is made Shelby said after briefing his
that the bill Republican colleagues on the
McConnell will hurt the bill during a private policy
financial luncheon on Tuesday.
industry, particularly neighborDodd spokeswoman Kirstin
hood banks.
Brost said that the bill was a
Sen. Richard Shelby of draft and ideas would be
Alabama. the top Republican solicited from both parties.
on the banking conuninee. said
the
hope
"1
would
he was open to negotiating the
proposal with Democrats but
Soe Page 2A
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Ledger's
Berry cited
by ICFB for
ag reports
Staff Report
Agriculture reporting at the
Murray Ledger & Times has
received statewide honors by
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation.
According to a news release
from Brittany Ogaldez, a
KFB
for
spokeswoman
Communications in Louisville,
Ledger staff writer Tom Berry is
the recipient of the bureau's
written agricultural communications honors for 2009.
"I would like to notify yoii
that you are this yees necipien(
of Kentucky Farm Bureau's

•See Page 2A
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•Race...

•Medicare

From Front
.Anderson won his first term as
council
member
a
last
November and has served since
January.. He said infrastructure
is one of the issues on which he
plans to campaign and mentioned the possibility of street
improvements to make the city
more nuutetable.
Calloway t'ounty Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said that if three or
more people were to file to run
for mayor, there would have to
be a primary on May 18, 2010.
The top two vote-getters would
then
face
off in
next
November's general election.
KvsER LOuCiKtscigos Times
Tonia Casey. Need Line director, second from lett, and Melynda jose, Walmart grocery' market manager for market 341, third from left. accept a recognition plaque for the Murray
Walmart's 12,009 pounds of food donated to Feeding America. Melanie Chambers, left, chair
of the Purchase Area Development District commodity and food bank task force and Bill Miles,
nght, executive director of Feeding Amenca, Kentucky's Heartland, made the presentation in
the PADD warehouse. Murray's Kroger store also received a plaque for 2,382 pounds of
food
donated.

PADD recognizes 'Feeding
America' partner donations
Special to the Ledger
Have you eyei wondered
:bow food banks shx:k their
shelves? The Purchase Area
taevelopment District (PADD)
.serves as the regional distribugion source for 35 agencies that
',feed the hungry. In the past year,
-when the economy' has driven
'thousands of families seeking
nutritional help, the PADD
commodity and Food Bank program has been there providing
,uppoit along with local resilients promoting food drives. In
-.Observation of National Hunger
;:and Homeless Awareness week,
TADD honors their partners in
lite Feeding Amenca program.
Feeding America (formerly
-known as America's Second
Items) is the eatios'alagasst :domestic hunger-relief charity.
4-;eeding
America
recruits
'national food retailers with local
'stores to join area hunger-relief
efforts. In September 2008,
Sam's Club began donating
their soon-to-expire bakery,
meat and other items to the

PADD for distribution. Four thousands
families
each
Kroger stores joined
in month," said Deana Burkeen,
November 2008. Then in Apnl PADD Commodity and Food
2009, Wal-Mart began donating Bank program coordinator.
items from their stores. Since
"With the holidays fast
ttie partnership began, 247,321 approaching, we encourage area
pounds of food have been residents to consider donating
donated by local partners and their time or funds to support
distributed throughout the eight their local food bank. Now more
counties of Purchase Region.
than ever, these non-profit
Since the program began, the organizations need your help as
Murray Waimart has donated thousands of individuals and
12,009 pounds of food and the families are seeking help," she
Murray Kroger has donated said.
2,382 pounds. Murray/Calloway
The PADD Commodity and
County Need Line and Glendale Food Bank programs are funded
Road Church of Christ are par- federally through the U.S.
ticipating agency distribution Department of Agriculture,
centers.
shared maintenance donations
In addition, the PADD from participating organizareceived 98,000 pounds of food tions, and public and pnvate
and personal products which donations.
were distnbuted during last winFor more information or
ter's ice storni for which the locations of the food banks.
PADD received an Innovation needlines
or
community
Award from the National kitchens located in the Purchase
Association of Development Region please call PADD
Organizations.
(270) 247-7171 or visit our
"Ttuough our agency distri- website
at
bution network, we're serving w w w.pun:haseadd.org.

Not OK with your CD?
Call today to find out more about a competitive alternative
to other retirement vehicles — a Single Premium Deferred
Annuqy vvith a First-Year Interest Bonus from Woodrnen of
the World

III Planning ...
From Front
public would be able to ask
FEMA officials questions at an
informational meeting se( for 6
p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 3.
Roberts said that about 75 people called ;co ask questions after
receiving letters in the mail
about the maps, which determine flood insurtuice rates.

Commissioner
urges thanks
for farmers
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Agriculture Commissioner
Richie Farmer is urging
Kentuckians to show their
gratitude for the fanners who
fill the nation's fndges.
Farmer also offered his own
words of thanks, saying it's
especially apprcipriate during a
time of year known for bountiful meals.
Kentucky farmers produced
a record $4.7 billion worth of
crops and livestock in 2008,
contributing signific,antly to
the nation's agncultural production that he called the most
abundant and affordable food
supply m the world.

num Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Water District
No. 3 will be flushing
hydrants on Thursday, Nov.
19. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Residents are advised not to
wash clothes during that time
period. For more information
call (270) 435-4143.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

• Competitive interest rates
• Earnings compound tax-deferred

November initial
guaranteed
interest rate is

Secondary guaranteed interest
rate through surrender charge

5.40%

Minimum guaranteed interest
rate is 1.500
/o

period is 2.00%

• The iritial interest rate of 5.40% is guaranteed for the first certificate
year and includes a first-year-only interest bonus of 300%. ThiS
initial rate is payable on certificates wry., annuity values of $ I 0,000$24,999. After the first certificate year, a secondary rate of 2.00%
is guaranteed until the end of the sura•endeo charge. period, and a
rrunimum interest rate of 1.5096 is guai anteed ther-eafte( Renewal
inte-est rates are set monthly by Woodmen of the World and will
never be lovver than those guaranteed. Call for current rates on
certificates with higher or lower annuity values P-ocluct may not be
avadable Irs all states.

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?
wont to

heflr- !t,

To report news otem or:to
suggest a storyldea. call ,
the Ledger4 Times
.
Nt:ws Derrartment-togar

753-1916..13mi. 26
I 111,1

•••

From Front

N !IVIES

its impact on seniors enrolled in
Medicare.
The bill is a top pnority for the
Amencan Medical Association
and A ARP, both of which called
Tuesday for its passage in wntten statements.
Dr Nancy Nielsen, past AMA
president,
said
Medicare
patients are responsible for 25
percent of the total cost of Part
B of Medicare. "and the projection for their future costs is
depressed because current law
shows physicians getting a 21
percent payment cut next year."
David Sloane at AARP said
despite any premium increases,
the legislation "will make certain that millions of Americans
in Medicare will be able to keep
their access to and choice of
physicians. and that's why we
support it."
The Senate's version of the
legislation was sidetracked earlier in the fall in a bipartisan
rebellion over its impact on the
deficit.

tors treating Meditate patients
by $194.6 billion over a decade.
It also increases fees by $64.4
billion for nonmilitary physicians who care for patients in
Tncare, the health care program
serving active duty service
members as well as National
Guard and Reserve members
and their families.
"Over the 2011-2019 penod.
CB0 estimates that aggregate
Part B premiums would
increase by $49 billion," the
agency said in a Nov. 4 written
estimate of the impact of the
Unless Congress acts, doctors
in these programs face a cut of
21 percent in their payments
effective Jan. 1, a development
that could cause some doctors to
refuse to see new patients or
stop seeing current ones.
As a resuit. the legislation
enjoys support among lawmakers in both political parties,
although there has been little if
any public acknowledgment of

II Berry cited

• ••

From Front

excellence in
agricultural
Communications Award for a
broadcasting
Writer as nominated
by
for
WNBS
Calloway County," Ogaldez
radio station.
said.
The award
Berry was nominated for the
will be presentaward by Sharon Furches on
ed during the
behalf of the KFB's Calloway'
KFB's
90th
County office. Furches said she
Annual
collected
Berry
agriculture-related
Meeting taking
stones from the Ledger during
place
the past two years and submitted December 2-5 at The Galt
them.
House in Louisville.
"It kind of ends up looking
Furches said KFB representalike a scrapbook, but I keep a tive have also attended the
collection of articles for an Kentucky Press Association's
overall information award con- annual Excellence in Kentucky
cerning agricultural reporting Newspapers awards meeting in
anytime it gets out in the press Louisville in the past to present
here," Furches said. "So what I their selection for awards as
did was go back and pull any- well.
According to the KFB Web
thing that had with (Berry's I
site. KFB Federation officials
name on it and submitted it."
The nomination was accom- annually award both a writer
panied by at least two letters of and a broadcaster that contnbute
recommendatien ftom local most to better public understanding and appreciation of
farmers.
Furches said Pete Lancaster of Kentucky agriculture, farm peoCalloway County was awarded ple and farm problems.
similar honors in 2008 for
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II GOP support ...
From Front
Republican leadership would
choose to play a constructive
role in this process," Brost said.
Republican Sen. Bob Corker
of Tennessee said that the bill
had "lots of flaws" but that he
planned
to
work
with
Democrats to find common
ground, including on the issue
of consumer protection.
"There shouldn't be anything
partisan about financial regulation," he said.
One area of agreement among
senators is that the Federal
Reserve's powers should be
limited. Dodd has proposed
stripping the Fed of its power to
regulate banks and regulate consumer products such as credit
cards. His proposal also would
limit the Fed's ability to provide
emergency loans.
Shelby' and other Republicans
have said the Fed didn't do
enough to prevent last year's

• C.-- •ificate 7961 -XX-0707

market crisis and has grown too
powerful in its ability to lend
money to troubled institutions.
The House has proposed its
own version of the legislation.
which could be voted on as
early as December.
That bill was expected to pass
along party lines. The House
Financial Services Committee
on Tuesday voted 26-40 against
a Republican alternative that
would have forced failing financial institutions into bankruptcy
instead of giving the government special powers to dismantle them.
The panel also voted against a
proposal
by
Minnesota
Republican Erik Paulsen that
would have prevented the
Treasury Department from
extending its bailout program
past the end of this year.
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** LUNCH SPECIALS **
• Small Bear. Rolle
• Any of our Sandwiches
•Soup/Salad Combination
Soda/Tea/Coffee
Drinks are FREE
and eo are refills!

• Enchiladae
• Any of our Fresh Cut Salads
• Special Daily Lunch Combinations

IN AND OUT IN
THIRTY MINUTES!!
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight
759-8866
1005 Arcadia Circle • Murray
(Behind Cheri Threat.*
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Pictured above are Dr. Randy Dunn, Dr. Istvan Fele and Dr. Bill Payne

Photo provided

MSU International Education Week speaker:
Strategies for Surviving the World Food Crisis
By Shorn McClain
A senior economic develop- policy advisory. expenence creMSU Public Relations
ment expert with 30 years of pri- ating strategies for rural develMURRAY. Ky. - Dr. Istvan vate and public experience, opment
and EU accession for
Feher of Szent Istvan University Feher has served as a consultant Hungary
and other Central
in Hungary will give a keynote to the World Bank, the U.S. European
nations. His expertise
address,
"Strategies
for Agency
for
International includes EU integration, instituSurviving the World Food Development and various gov- tional
development. domestic
Crisis." on Wednesday, Nov. 18, ernments
of
the
EUIS and export marketing manageat 6 p.m. in the Curris Center (European Union). He is cur- ment,
and research developBarkley Room at Murray State rently a professor in the ment.
University. The lecture is a part Marketing Institute and a memFeher has served a,s deputy
of
MSU's
International ber of the faculty of econotnics secretary of state in the ministry
Education Week. The event is and social sciences at Saint of Agricultural
and Regional
free and public is encouraged to Stevens University in Godollo. Development
and was head of
attend along with MSU stu- Hungary.
the cabinet for the Ministry of
dents, faculty and staff.
He has extensive high level Agriculture in Budapest.

News in Brief
Jail work release program suspended
('AINERT CITY, Ky.(AP) - A southwestern Kentucky city is -;
suspending their jail .vork release program after three inmates
were arrested in connection with a mechamphetarnine lab.
Police in Calvert City. on Tuesday arrested three inmates at the
Marshall County jail that were part of the work release prograrn
city employee who worked with the imnates has already pleaded
not guilty. to conspiracy to manufacture methamphetamine.
Calvert City Mayor told WPSD-TV in Paducah that changes
need to be made after a brush fire alerted police to a meth iab thaq
police believe the inmates were involved in while doing maintenance work at public parks.

State ice stone damage at least S616 Naos
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A state official says remnants front
hurricane last fall and a nuissive ice storm earlier this year cause
more than SI.2 billion in damages in Kentucky.
Kentucky Public Service Conunission executive director Jeff •
Derouen says winds from remnants of Hurncane Ike in Septem
2008 caused about $595 million in reported damages. Derouen
says a January ice storm caused at least S616 million
Derouen says the damages are included in part of an overall
report due out later this week.
The January ice storm downed trees and power lines, causing
769.000 power outages. It was blamed for at least 36 deaths.

Wildlife officials looking for elk poachers

,.•
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky Fish and Wildlife officers are,.
trying to find out who's responsible for the killing of three elk
over the weekend.
WYMT-TV in Hazard said the young bull elk were found killed,
in Bell County on Saturday on top of Redbird Mountain off
Kentucky 66.
Officers say witnesses saw an elk fall, then spotted two more
dead elk as they approached the first animal.
The officers recovered several pieces of evidence, including bal.!
listic evidence..

Rotary Club Telethon
Tune in to Murray Rotary Club's annual community telethon to
see local celebrities promote local businesses.

November 19
from 7 — 10 p.m.
Channels:

Big crowds expected as Patin kicks off book tour
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(AP) — Huge crowds are
expected when Sarah Palin
kicks off her national book tour
in Michigan.
The 2008 Republican vice
presidential candidate is scheduled to sign copies of her book
Wednesday evening at a Barnes
and Noble bookstore in Grand
Rapids. The book was released
Tuesday but has topped bestseller lists for weeks.

The book, "Going Rogue,"
follows Palin from childhood to
her departure last sununer as
Alaska governor. Its title refers
to reports that she defied presidential
candidate
John
McCain's staff during the campaign and had gone "rogue."
Paint
campaigned
with
McCain in Grand Rapids and
writes about her unhappiness
with the campaign's decision to
pull out of Michigan last year

The three-week tour is expected to largely mirror the 2008
race

Murray Electric Channel 11
New Wave Channel 11
Murray State Channel 11

For
Best
Results
Plaice Vow
Ad With Us

Murray Rotary Ciuh I elatnon is ,ponsored by local businesses.
AB

Hosted by MSU-11/ II.

programming is produced locally.

Call 753-1918
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MUNFORDs.ILLE.
Ky
(AP) — Former state Rep.
Steve Nunn has pleaded not
guilty to six counts of wanton
endangerment for allegedly
brandishing a firearm when he
was approached by police at .1
cemetery. in September.
Police wanted to question
Nunn in the shooting death ot
Nunn's former fiancee, 29year-old Amanda Ross. He has
been charged with murder in
her death.
When police arnved at the
cemetery in Hart County on
Sept. II, they found Nunn sitting against a headstone where
his parents are buried. Nunn
allegedly fired a shot after
police saw him. then threw
down the gun.
The Lexington Herald Leader repons that Nunn was
transported to Hart County and
entered a not guilty. plea to
wanton endangerment charges
on Tuesday morning.
Circuit
Judge
Charles
Simms scheduled Nunn's trial
for June 14. His attorney.
Warren Scoville. declined to
connivent after the arraignment.
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LOTTERY".
Let FNB know what you are
Thankful for this Thanksgiving Season!
Post what you are thankful for
on FNB's Facebook Page
and you could WIN a
Flip Ultra Camcorder.
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n,ented the
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out program
year.

In the past eleven years, more than $1.35billion ir schoiarships a-id grants paid for by Kentucky Lottery proceeds have been awalied
More than 1,062,000 grants and scholarships have iNe3n awarded through the popular KEES
scholarship program and the need-based CAP and KTG programs
Since the start of the KLC-funded scholarship and grant programs, college attendance in the
Commonwealth has Jumped 33%. Data also indicates more of Kentucky's best and brightest
students are staying in Kentucky to attend college.
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PRESIDENT/CEO
and BOARD ofDIRECTORS

•Prize color may vary

1304 Chestnut Street, Suite E
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FORUM
Life can be a
jigsaw puzzle
As I wnte this, I have before
me a painting. The painting
tells a story. It unmistakably
shows a barn-red barn, a sky
blue sky., forest green evergreen trees behind the barn,
and snow in vanous shades of
white and gray..
A brown-barked tree with
snow-laden branches, otherwise
bare, dominates the right side
of the painting, and ruined
fence posts lean drunkenly in
front and beside the barn. Only
a hint of blue water—suggesting a farm pond—is visible in
the bottom left comer, and for
years I thought that the red
and brown tones at water's
edge represented a Georgia red
clay bank (My aunt and uncle
lived in a red cabin of that
very same color down a gravel road in central Georgia).
Now, upon closer inspection,
I see that the earth-tone red
is a reflection of the barn in
the pond. I never saw it that
way before. Only now is it
clear to me.
Perhaps my. misapprehension was the result of the crudity of the painting. After all,
the painting came out of a
box, a present given to me by
my parents, perhaps for a birthday or Christmas gift; I have
forgotten which.
The box contained an entire
paint-by-numbers set. I also
have
a
paint-by-numbers
palomino horse that reminds
me still today of the Trigger
on the lid of my Roy Rogers
lunch box. That lunch box
also told a stoty.
I extracted school lunches
anut butter and jelly sandard pterls of fruit rep-from-it in The tO13Ch
m of Oak Lawn Elementitry School in Fort Worth,
texas.
Not just Roy and Tngger,
tiot Dale Evans and her Buttermilk graced the box's top
cover. The lunc,h box is long
gone, discarded after the vinyl
comer tear spread completely
across the edge.
From then on, it was school
chili for me.
The Antiques Road Show
people now tell me that such
lunch boxes are coveted items
for collectors. And, to my
surprise, so are the paint-bynumbers paintings.
Real
painters and artists surely shudder at the things, although 1
suspect that even they might
see in these primitive renderings art of a kind.
Perhaps they tell us about
a search for order in the America of the 1950s and 1960s.
Along with Woodstock and pot
came paint-by-numbers. My
brother had a van and played
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Third, just ask the AIDS.
question, "What would Jesus America is
do?" and I feel quite certain doomed.
that He would
not parade
around with hateful signs.
search
As far as I can recall, the reveals
loaves and fishes were distrib- 1 4 6 , 9 9 9
uted to everyone who was hun- additional
gry.. The Good Samalitan sites that fill
offered his help because some- the
same
one needed it. The fatted calf bill.
This
was prepared for the son who rainbow of
had strayed, much to the dis- hate promis- Main Street
may of the other who had es no pot of By Constance
Alexander
remained faithful.
gold, just a
Ledger
& Times
course,
however
Of
abhor- steaming
Columnist
rent the rhetoric, freedom of cauldron of
speech is a Constitutional nght, intolerance.
so I do not question the proIt brings to mind a farnous
testors' privilege to proselytize. quote attributed to German antiI do wonder, however, where Nazi pastor, Martin Niemoller:
such vitriol leads.
In Germany they first came
Seeking more information, for the Communists.
I google "God hates fags" and
And 1 didn't speak up
discover a Website of the same because I wasn't a Communame, rife with pictures of peo- nist.
ple carrying awful posters. The
Then they came for the Jews,
messages are all negative: God
And I didn't speak up
Hates You. Thank God for because I wasn't a Jew..

Then they came for the trade
unionists,
And I didn't speak up
because I wasn't a trade unionist.
Then they came for the
Catholics,
. And I didn't speak up
because I was a Protestant.
Then they came for me And by that time no one
was left to speak up.
Which bnngs us back to the
family on the corner of Main
and 12th.
Perhaps they were angling
for their own reality show.
They could call it America's.
Next Top Zealots, The Sorcer-:
er's Apprentices. or just plain:
old God-zillas.
Let us pray there is no audia''.
ence for such bittemess.
Read Main Street online at,
www.murryledgercom. Contact:
the columnist directly at con-:
stancealerander@newwavecom:
m.net.

World Equestrian Games a boon for Kentucky
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STEADY WORK,FULL MEDICAL,A PENSION...
PEOPLE BACK HOME WOULD KILL FOR OUR JOBS!

in a rock
band;
his
outhful
years were
altogether
balanced
and
wellrounded. I
worked at
nummy
bered paintand
and
ings,
Cay
before that "
By James
wooden puzDuane Bolin
zles id they
didn't take Ledger & 'Times
Columnist
too long to
leros.......„7 • • •
complete).
Those wooden puzzles also
C
held stones. There I am in a
photograph dunng playtime at
my seminary kindergarten, hunkered down in deep concentration over a wooden puzzle
of seven or eight pieces.
Perhaps my own search for
order—made clear early on in
my formula painting and piecing together of simple puzzles-foreshadowed my life's work,
my calling, to teach and do
history.
The teaching of history
involves the telling of stories.
Now, in my history classroom
at Murray State, I
have a
responsibility to teach my sometirnes uninterested students why
history is important. How can
the study of history make our
lives more fulfilling? Can the
study of history lead to a more
Amidst jokes about the so"wholesome" life?
Peter Gomes, minister of called -balloon boy," whose
Harv?rd's Memonal Church, father trumped up a tragedy
reminds us in his book, "The to get a reality tv gig, I spy
Good Life," that history, or an apparent family of three collective
and
individual - father, mother and child -remembering, suggests the piec- on the comer ot Main Street
arid 12th last Saturday rnoming itsgettlet" a a story.
In his boyhood at his tiny ing.
They carry signs and wave
Baptist church in Plymouth,
Massachusetts. the few partak- to cars. One of their handers of the Lord's Supper were made placards claims "God
instructed to pass the time (as hates fags."
Really.
well as the cup and bread)
The weekend guest who is
remembering:
"We knew,"
Gomes writes, "we were riding with rne is aghast and
so am I. The reasons arc many:
remembering, or, as our pas•
First, the notion of
tor always reminded us, 'putGod actually hating a person
ting back together,' for that is
is unfathomable. though I'm
what it means to remember."
sure there are fragments of
Re-membering. as opposed
scripture that might be profto dis-membering, does indeed
fered as proof.
suggest "putting back togeth•
Second, the idea that
er," or making something or
an adult would enlist a child
someone whole again, whether to stand on a busy
sueet corthat something is a crude paint- ner holding a sign
seems
by-numbers picture. or a sim- somewhat obsessive, if not
ple wooden puzzle, or that downnght abusive.
someone is a man or woman
living in the disarray. of a complicated, complex world.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at MurYou have probably heard a
ray State University. Contact lot about the Alltech
FEI World
him
at duane.bolin@mur- Equestrian Games coming to the
raystate.edu.
Kentucky Horse Park in L,exington in 2010, but perhaps
that is the extent of your knowlOpinions expressed on the Forum page do
edge about this exciting event.
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
The
World
Equestrian
Games, (WEG), is the largest
Murray Ledger & Times.
sporting event ever to be held
in the United States having
only been held in European
cities like Rome. Stockholm and
Jerez, Italy.
More than 60 nations will
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
spend 16 days in Kentucky competing in eight world champiPhone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
onships when the games come
Mon. — Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. St Sun.

week
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to Lexington from September
25th through October 10th.
Just as countries compete to
hold the Olympics in their cities,
so do cities compete for the
WEG.
So how did Kentucky snag
this prestigious honor?
The Kentucky Horse Park
was created 40 years ago and
over the last decade people in
the equestrian field, government officials and Horse Park
leadership began to dream about
hosting the WEG.
Throughout those years,
Kentucky. gained a reputation
for being able to host interna-

Agt) LETTERS POLICY
erweemme
V letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-troalled to
edltor@murrayiedger.corn.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address anti phone nuonber for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or MOW
a/ TN' Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject arty lefter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out SPCAsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
6,/ Letters ortty represent the viewpoint and opinions of
doe writer and root necessarily of Ow Ledger & Times
staff.

tional
events like
The Ryder
Cup and of
course, the
Kentucky
Derby, so
we put a
presentation
together
and gave it
Leeslative
a shot.
Update
Eighty
million By Rep. Melvin
Henley
dollars of
D-Murray
public
money and
S27 million in private funds
have been used to create the
kind of venue that put us in
the competition.
And on our first try - Kentucky was chosen. Once the
judges saw what a premier
equine facility we planned to
build, and listened to the enthusiastic commitment from Kentuckians, the decision was made
that the first WEG outside of
Europe would be held in Kentucky.
Who will be coming to the
WEG? It is predicted that
500,000 people - including dignitaries and international royalty - will attend and participate in the games.
In addition. 2000 journalists from 32 countries are
expected to cover the events
and NBC will broadcast six
and a half hours on three consecutive Sundays
We expect revenues from
the games to reach $150 million. but we're already seeing

a return on our investment with
the booking of 27 equestrian
events after the WEG takes
place.
What does this mean to you?
Every Kentucky. County will
be represented, either through
participation in the events, vol..
unteering, or by showcasing
local products in the Kentucky
Village.
Guests will be encouraged
to visit other counties and be
exposed to Kentucky Proud.
Products, horse farms, stone,
cliffs and arches, the Bourboe
Trail, and Kentucky music. :
Of course, they will wank
to experience our beautifui:
mountains and serene lakes;
.
and perhaps participate in some
adventure tounsm opportunities.:
This is a once in a lifetime
opportunity to showcase Ken:
tucky to a global audience, and
every one of our counties must
take advantage.
The World Equestrian Gamer
is an event Thai we should al}
embrace and opportunities to
do that will be forthcoming.
In future articles, I will be
wonting about the WEG explaining the events, talking
about sponsorships, sharing
information about volunteeipossibilities - but in the mean;
time, if you have questions
about the Games please cal/
the WEG office at their toll
free dumber - I -888-WEG2010.
I look forward to experi',.
encing this world class event
with you!
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Obituaries

Holder: Don't fear trial of 'coward' 9/11 plotter

naYd Edward KA Peregrine
Floyd

IMO

tdsd,ard (Cy.) Peregnne. 63, Murray,
died Tuesday, Nos.
17, 2009, at 9:45 a.m. at Bntthaven
of Benton at Benton.
A veteran of the United States Air Force,
he W ilS
, a heavy equipment operator
and a member of the
Amencan Legion. Born May 28, 1946, in
Rensselaer,
Ind., he WiLS the son of the late Edward
and Marlesse
Griggs Peregrine. Survivors include three
daughters.
Marie Herrera and husband, Jesse,
Bloomington,
Ind., Tammy Baylor and husband_ Herb.
California, and Susan Cam,
Sterling, 111.; one son, Michael Peregnne
and wife, Jeannine,
Virginia; three sisters, Brenda Guuerrez, Illinois.
Renee Howard and
husband, Bobby, Murray. and Connie Molden and
husband, Melvin.
Indiana; seven grandchildren. Blalock-Colernan
& York Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online
condolences may be
made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
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SAGINAW, Mich. — Mrs Virginia HattieLee
Reaves, 91,
Saginaw, formerly of Troy, Mich., died Sunday, Nov.
15, 2009. Her
husband, Bonell Jones Reaves, preceded her in
death.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. LeeEtta
Cadorte, Saginaw. three grandchildren. Christopher
Canotte and wife, Adnenne, Leslie Cadotte and
Ryan Cadotte; one brother, Paul Lassiter, Murray,
Ky. The funeral will be today (Wednesday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Pnce Funeral Home, Troy,
Mich. Bunal will follow in the White Chapel
Memorial Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy
may be made to Schultz-Lewis Children's Home.
Reaves
P.O. Box 471, Valparaiso, IN 46384-0471 or
Southern Care Hospice, 6272 State St., Saginaw, MI 48603.
Online
condolences may be made at www.pncefuneralhome.net.

Billy Joe Waldrop
The funeral for Billy Joe Waldrop was today (Wednesday) at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Al Cobb
officiated. Pallbearers were Hollie Cnttendon, Wes Murphy', Tony
Tyler, Jamie Lee and Rick and Scott Waldrop. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Waldrop, 72, Mayfield, died Monday, Nov. 16, 2009 at 7:05
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Retired from Goodyear
Tire Company, he was of Baptist faith. Preceding him in death were
his wife. Marlon Suggs Waldrop: his parents, Olus and Zada Hill
Waldrop; and one sister, Beauton Hill. Survivors include his wife,
Faye Harrison Waldrop; four daughters, Linda Brumley, Chicago,
III., Benita Sharp and Beth Stephens, both of Lynnville, and Christy
Outland and husband, Ronnie. Paynesville; two sons, Gregory Dick
and Steve Dick and wife, Melissa, all of Mayfield; one brother, Bob
Waldrop and wife, Martha, Murray, and two sisters. Manon Canter
and Louise Wyatt, both of Mayfield; eight graridchildren; five greatgrandchildren.
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Paid Obituary
Mrs. Frances McGehee Churchill
The funeral for Mrs. Frances McGehee Churchill was today
(Wednesday) at 10 a.m. in the c•napel of J. H. Churchill Home, with
Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin officiating. Music was by
Donnie Hendnx. Pallbearers were Bryan Hogue,
Ryan White and Ben, Timothy, Adam and Jeff Call.
Bunal was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy be made to Murray
Hospice House or the charity of your choice.
Mrs. Churchill. Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 14.
2009, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital following a brief illness. Born in Fulton County on March
4, 1915, she was the daughter of the late William
and Frances McGehee. She was married to Guthne
Churchill
B. Churchill on Aug. 31, 1940, who preceded her in
death. One sister. Marjone Call, also preceded her
in death.Survivors include one daughter. Mary Florence Bert!. and
son-in-law, Frank Beret, Longview, Texas; one sister. Lucille Wallis,
Memphis, Tenn.; niece, Wylene Jones White and husband. Bob;
niece, Sandra Wallis Aiken and husband, Charles; nephews. Ottis
Jones, and wife, Susan; Bill Call and wife. Brenda; Larry Call and
wife, Barbara; Jimmy: Call and wife, Karen; numerous great and
great-great nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Churchill was a member of the Murray Chapter of the Order
of the Eastem Star and served in offices at both the local and state
levels. She was one of the founders of the Murray Order of Rainbow
for Girls and served as Mother Advisor of the Murray assembly for
many years. She was also a member and officer in National
Association of Retired Federal Employees. She was a member of the
First Chnstian Church where she was active in various groups for
many years. She was a resident of Hickory Woods Retirement
Center at the time of her death.

Cntics of Holder's decision
— mostly Republicans — have
argued the trial will give
Mohammed a world stage to
spout hateful rhetoric.
In remarks prepared before
Wednesday's hearing, Holder
says such concerns are misplaced, because judges can control unruly defendants and any
pronouncements by Mohammed
would only make him look
worse
"I have every confidence the
nation and the world will see
him for the coward he is."
Holder says in wnnen testimony
obtained by The Associated
Press. "I•m not scared of what
(Mohammed) will have to say at
trial — and no one else needs to
be either."
Holder says the public and
the nation's intelligence secrets
can be protected during a public
tnal in civilian court.
"We need not cower in the
face of this enemy." Holder
says. "Our institutions are
strong, our infrastructure is sturdy, our resolve is firm, and our
people are ready."
Holder announced Friday
that five accused Sept. 11 conspirators currently held at the
U.S.
military
base
at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. will be

transferred to federal court in
Manhattan to face tnal — just
blocks from the site of the former World Trade Center.
Five other suspects, Holder
said, will be sent to face justice
before military conunissions in
the United States. though a location for those commissions has
not yet been determined_
The actual transfer of the suspects to New N•ork is still many
weeks away. The transfers arc a
key step in Obarna's pledge to
close the detention center at
Guantanamo. which currently
houses some 215 detainees. The
administration is not expected to
meet its January' deadline to
shutter the facility.
The
presicknt
echoed
Holder's comments about the
New York trial.
"I think this notion that we
have to be fearful that these terrorists possess some special
powers that prevent us from presenting evidence against them.
locking them up and exacting
swift justice, I think that has
been a fundamental mistake."
Obarna said in an interview with
CNN.
In addition to the 10
detainees named Friday, Holder
is expected to send others to enals anci commissions in the

United States
Another, larger group ot
detainees is expected to be,„,
released to other countries.
Some, the president has said, are,
too dangerous to be released and
cannot be put on tnal, and those
detainees will continue to be
mpnsorted
The attorney general says his
decisions between trials and
commissions were based strictly
on which venues he thought
would bring the strongest prose- .
cution.
Opponents of the plan.
including Holder's predecessor
Michael Mukasey. have accused
him of ackipting a "pre-9/11"
approach to terronsm.
Holder emphatically denies
that.
"We are at war, and we will'
use every instrument of national
power — civilian, military, law'
enforcement. intelligence, cliplo-*
matic and others — to win,'•
Holder says.
Separately, a member of tbe!
Judiciary Committee, DeniocrahCharles Schumer of New York:.
is urging the administration to'
reimburse the city for what her.
says could be $75 million inr
extra secunty costs related to the
terror tnals.

Senate approves more funds for veterans programs

Jeffery Morehead
The funeral for Jeffery Morehead will be Thursday at II a.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home of Benton. Joel Fnzzell will
officiate. Bunal will follow in the Lighthouse Baptist Church
Cemetery, Benton. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Wednesday). Mr. Morehead. 39, Hardin, died Monday,
Nov. 16, 2009, at 6:59 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. He
was pastor of Lighthouse Baptist Church, an insurance agent for
Monumental Insurance Company. and a former member of Marshall
County High School Choir. He was the son of the late
Jerry
Morehead Sr. and Patricia Newcomb Motehead. Survivors include
his wife, Deanne Morehead; two daughters, Bethany Morehead
arid
Bnttany Morehead, and one brother, J.D. Morehead, all of Hardin.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Attorney General Eric Holder is
defending his decision to put the
professed Sept. I I mastermind
on tnal in New York — arid crging critics of the plan not to
cower in the face uf terrorists.
Holder is set to testify
Wednesday before the Senate
Judiciary Committee, where
lawmakers are likely to spar
over the attorney general's decision last week to send Ithalid
Sheikh Mohammed and four
alleged henchmen from a detention center at Guantaniuno Bay.
to New York to face a civilian
federal trial.
President Barack Obama.
meanwhile, said Wednesday that
those offended by the legal privlieges
being
given
to
Mohammed by trying him in a
civilian court ultimately won•t
find it -offensive at all when
he's convicted and when the
death penalty is applied to him."
Ohama added that he did not
mean to suggest he was prejudging
the
outcome
of
Mohammed's trial. "I'm not
going to be in that courtroom,"
he said. -That's the job of the
prosecutors, the judge and the
jury." He made the comment in
one of a senes of TV interviews
during his trip to Asia.

1

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate on Tuesday' adopted the
latest in a continuing series of
major budget increases to provide medical care for veterans.
The move came as the Senate
passed, by a rare 100-0 vote, a
$134 billion spending bill for
veterans programs and military
construction projects. Even the
most ardent spending hawks and
foes of the congressional practice of earmarking pet projects
to lawmakers• districts and
states voted for the legislation.
The unanimous vote reflected
the unique political standing of
the veterans budget, which has
received hefty increases even as
former President George W.
Bush sought to tamp down
spending on domestic programs.

'Those increases have become
even more significant since
Democrats won control of
Congress three years ago.
The pending measure awards
a 9 percent increase over last
year's budget for veterans health
care. The House passed a cornpanion measure this summer
and the bill now heads to HouseSenate talks to produce a final
version for President Parack
Obama to sign.
Even as more and more veterans of World War 11 and the
Korean War die off, costs are
rising for service members
wounded
in
Iraq
and
Afghanistan. One factor in rising costs is that people are surviving battlefield wounds that
would have proven fatal in the

Report: Army suicides to
top 2008, progress reported
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Soldier suicides this year are
almost sure to top last year's
grim totals, but a recent decline
in the pace of such incidents
could mean the Army is starting
to make progress in stemming
them, officials said Tuesday.
Army Vice Chief of Staff
General Peter Chiarelli said that
as of Monday, 14t) active duty
soldiers were believed to have
died of self-inflicted wounds so
far in 2009. That's the same as
were confirmed for all of 2008.
"We are almost certainly
going to end the year higher than
last year ... this is horrible, and I
do not want to downplay the significance of these numbers in
any way," he said.
But Chiarelli said there has
been a tapering off in recent
months from large surges in suspected suicides in January and
F..bruary.
"Our goal since the beginning has been to reduce the
overall incidence of suicide and
I do believe we are finally
beginning to see progress being
made." Chiarelli told a Pentagon
press conference.
He attnbuted those hints of

progress to some unprecedented
efforts the Army has made since
February to educate soldiers and
leaders about the issue.
Officials are still stumped
about what is driving the historically high rates across the military' force. When asked whether
the rates reflect unprecedented
high stress from long and repeated deployments to provide manpower for the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Chiarelli said he
didn't know.
"The reality is there is no
simple answer," he said. "Each
suicide is as unique as the indiv iduals themse I yes."
The nsing suicide rate is not
unique to the Army. Marine
Corps suicides also are higher
again this year — there were 42
reported as of Oct. 31 compared
with 42 for all of 2008, 33 in
2007 and 25 in 2006.
Though the two ground
forces have borne most of the
fighting in the two current wars.
both the Army and Marines have
found that about a third of the
self-inflicted deaths were among
troops that had never deployed
to the batties.

past, including losses of multiple limbs and traumatic brain
injuries.
At the same time, repeated
deployments and combat stress
have led to increasing numbers
of veterans seeking help for
post-traumatic stress disorder.
The Department of Veterans
Affairs estimates that 419,000
veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan
will be covered by VA health
care by next year — a 61 percent
increase over 2008 levels — at a
cost of $2.1 billion.
The measure also approves a
$48.2 billion down payment on
the budget for veterans medical
care for 2011. The "advance
appropriation" is aimed at guaranteeing consistent and predictable funding for veterans

medical care.
Also Tuesday, the Senate
killed an amendment by Sen.
Jim Inhofe, R-Okla.. that would
have barred the Obama adminis- •
tration from either building in
the U.S. a new prison to hold'
detainees from the controversial
Guantanamo Bay prison or
upgrading an existing facility to'
hold them.
Sen. Dick Durbin, D-111.,
who's advocating bringing
Guantanamo detainees to a
largely vacant state pnson in.
rural Illinois. rallied colleagues'
against the amendment and said:
it mack no sense to bnng pnson-'
ers from Guantanamo to the
U.S. but not be able to spencl
money to make U.S. facilities
safer.
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$2,000
for just $89.30
$3,000
for just $115.52

You are invited to thee

at the

Green Plain Church of Christ

$19000
for just $51.22

Lk 121

27th Annual Singing

Christmas is only
days away!
Sherene Yaghouttarn
Mono 'r

CIU -

3980 Murray Paris Road • Hazel. KY 42049

Mimi Etheridge
CSR

Friday, Nov. 24), 2009
From 7$10 p.na. winktiVn?
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There u:i11 be a refreshment break at
9:00 p.m.

The church building is located southeast of Murray - One
mile off
Hwy. 641 - Near the comer of the Green Plain and
Murray Paris Roads.
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Need Line
announces
needs for the
Christmas
Food Basket
Program
Murray -Calloway
County
Need Line announces applications for the annual Chnstmas
Food Basket Program will begin
Tuesday, Dec. 1, and continue
through Fnday, Dec. 4, from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. each day at the
Need Line office at 638 South
4th St.. Murray, according to
Tonia Casey. executive director.
Items needed to complet the
baskets include frosting, canned
sweet potatoes or yams, canned
pineappple, candy canes, fresh
fruits and vegetables.
All persons applying for the
Christmas Food Baskets must
bring in proof of income for ail
members of the household and
proof of residence. If applying
you must be a resident of
Murray and Calli-r.iyay County.
The food baskets will be given
out to farniles on Saturday, Dec.
19, from 10 a.m. to noon. Casey
said "please consider becoming
a sponsor of the Christmas
Baskets."
Need Line will be closed
Thursday and Fnday, Nov. 26
and 26, for Thanksgiving; and
Dec. 24 and 25 for Christmas.

Learn to Sew classes will be at
American I,egion Building

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Buriceer
Community
Editor

Photo provided
ALPHA MEETING: Vicky Lemus, third from left, prosente
d the program at the October meeting of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman'
s Club. Also pictured frorn left were the
hostesses, Trish Barton, Susan O'Neill and Vicki
Anderson. The department will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house with Judge
Rob Mattingly as speaker and Cindy
Graves, Sue Smith, Kathy West and Lisa Kim as hostesse
s.
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ly teach them to think for themselves. Education is about more
than teaching answers; it's
about equipping our kids with
the ability to develop the art of
seeing the possibilities."
Camp teaches values such as
self-esteem, teamwork, and caring - skills needed to become
successful adults and leaders in
the 21 st century. And, camp
allows everyone, not just the
"A" student and the athlete, to
thnve and enjoy the process of
teaming. According
to Dr.
Stephen Fine, academic and
camp owner "Kids who find it
difficult to learn in another setting will often succeed at canip."
Camp also prevents children
from losing what they've
already learned. All young people experience learning losses
when they do not engage in educational activities during the
summer. Research shows that
students typically score lower
on standardized tests at the end
of summer than they do on the
same tests at the beginning of
the surtuner. and these losses
can approximate two to three
months of grade equivalency.
Camp is a summer engagement
experience that can reduce these
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Sale

Gladwri
Harper

Great Selections For Everyone

Amyte &Joy Paul Herndon
Lana &John Hill
hasty & C.3 isollana
Haley & Zach Howland
Gime & Jason torts
Brooke & Vince Lowery
K Cad & Derek

etuet

Murray Woman's Club
704 Vine Street

Sareile & Chad Ersash
Heather &

effects.
There are thousands of summer camps across this country.
and each one of them is a piece
of the solution to education
reform. Kids learn at cainp they are learning the life skills
needed to become successful
adults. There is a camp for every
child.
Families who agree with
ACA's position that camp is a
vital component to the education of the whole child are
encouraged to visit ACA's family
resource
page
at
www.CampParents.org tor more
information, and to use ACA's
advocacy tool to promote childfocused education reform.
Contact Public Relations at
765.349.3317
pr® ACAcamps.org
interview an ACA spokesperson. or
for more information about tbe
camp experience as a vital component in the education of the
whole child. For customizable
public service announcements
or article reprints, visit our
Media
Center
at
www.ACAcamps.org/media.
For more information, visit
www.ACAcamps.org.

Saturday, Nov. 21
9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Heather Dowdy & Wayne Caphs
Ainarkla & Neai Fonts

lAcCallin

Shen & Michael hkieNernan
Alison &Chod Riley
Tiffany Parrs &Jushn Wyller
Shaman Thurrnord &Junior Holland
Brittany Worley & Bobby Brewer

(Sponsored by 'The Murray Woman's Club)
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American Legion Post ff73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans' hall, 3I0 Bee Creek Dr., and is meeting one week
earlier because of the Thanksgiving holiday. The primary focus will
be planning for the Christma_s Parade and care packages for veterans and active duty. personnel. All veterans are welcome to attend
and for information call Post Commander Amos McCarty at 2931320 or 761-5709.

Tvvin Lakes Club will meet
Twin Lakes Region„Antique Automobile club of Amenca will
meet Thursday at 6 p.. at Holmes Family Restaurant, US 641 North,
Murray. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are welcome. For more information contact
Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Tiger Booster Club to meet

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today (Wednesday) at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All interested persons are invited.

Laker Band plans promotion
Calloway County High School Band wiil be selling cookbooks
for S15 and will be at Wal-Mart both doors on Fnday from 6 to 9
p.m. and Saturday from noon to 5 p.m. Any person desinng to purchase a book may call the band room at 762-7395.

Woman's Club has cookbooks

Murray W'ornan's Club has the 100th anniversary cookbook on
sale for $15 at the Murray -Calloway Chamber of Commerce.

Reformers'group will meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Fnday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Taxpayers group will meet
ale

Active Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway' will meet Thursday at
6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Dan Walker
will
present the program, "Let Freedom Ring - The Declaration of
Independence in poetry, prose and music." All interested persons are
invited. For more information call 753.8565.

Lakers plan soccer banquet

Calloway' County High School Laker Soccer banquet will be
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the high school cafetena. Tickets are $12 each
and may be purchased on Thursday dunng lunch at the high school
or any day from Mrs. McDaniel at the middle school. A limited
amount of tickets will also be available at the door on the night:Dt
the banquet.

Home & Auto
Insurance Rates?

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for an electric stove for a family of three has bain
issued. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call the Calloway
County Family Resource Center at 762-7331.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a washer and dryer for a fam
ily by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Anyone ha:iing these to donate may call 762-7333.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for one set of burtk beds with mattresses is nee2ed for a family with three children. Anyone having these to donge
call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333. :

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offrr
blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings on
Thursday from 8:30 to I 1:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart
in Murray.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliat's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171

753-4703

LOWER
Bob Cot

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will meet Friday at 7 p.m.
at Goshen United Methodist Chinch. located on Ky. 121 North at
Stella. Featured will be soloists, Linda Smith and Sue McNeil. tux!
the group, The Messengers. Items for Need Line will be received.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylot
at 753-8124 or Patrick L,ea at 761-2666.

The Murray Bank has a promotion for the Relay for Life. They
have cookbooks for $20 and new crop halves or pieces of pecanstu
$8 a bag or 2 or $15 at both branches of the bank.

Attorney-At-Law

NOW

Glory Bound will meet Friday

Murray Bank plans promotion
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Angel Alert issued

American Legion Post will meet

Camp - A vital component

Funds needed
for cemetery

13 y

l'he regular meeting of the Learn to Sew
Classes, sponsored by Calloway Couniy
amily & C onsumer Sciences Extension, will
be Saturdas from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at the
American Legion building, 310 Bee Creek
1)r., Mumty.
Participants will make a zippered travel
bag. They will get to choose and coordinate
their supplies using the concepts they learned
from the recent fabric store tour. Sewthg
machines and sergers both will be used. For
more information call the Calloway Counb
Extension ofTice at 73452

An Angel Alert has been issued for a cnb lot
a family. Anyone having one to donate, call the Little Lakers Family
Resource Center at 762-7410.

Special to the Ledger
Education reform is in the
news encouraging a nationwide
move to extended days and
year-round school. Is it possible
that our children are beginning
to lag behind other nations in
academic achievement because
we are focusing on the wrong
aspects of a child's education?
Camp is critical to the education and development of the
whole child, and must be part of
the education reform conversa1 non We need to think beyond
traditional education and recognize that opportunities for
growth and development exist
in natural settings that promote
experiential learning, improve
Due to low operating funds, social skills and physical fitness.
the New Concord Cemetery teach kids to take calculated
needs tax deductible contribu- risks in a safe environment, and
tions for lpkeep/mowing. expand the creative mind.
According to Peg Smith,CFO
Checks should be Made to New
the
American
Camp
Concord Cemetery and mailed of
Association®
(ACA).
to Mac Coleman, 296 Buchanan
Lane, New Conconi, KY 42076. "'Teaching children to pass standardized tests doesn't necessan-
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Permits to be given
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GOLDEN POND, KY--Land Between lhe Lacs(LBL)National
Recreation Area is again offering Christmas trr.e permits beginning
Dec. 1 for visitors to cut cedar trees.
The permit, valid Dec. I-24, entitles a family to cut one cedar tree
at no charge. Permits, maps, and cutting guidelines may be obtained
from the Golden Pond Visitor Center daily. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. or the LBL
Administrative Office, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday-Fnday.
"Taking the family out searching for the perfect Christmas tree is
great holiday tradition," says LBL Forester Dennis Wilson.
"Cedar trees are usually found along roadsides or within old forest
openings." The cedar tree prognun assists in promoting wildlife
habitat diversity by. maintaining open lands at LBL.
Cedar trees may be cut anywhere in LBL except areas within sight
of U.S. Highway 68 or The Trace, cemetenes, the Nature Watch
Demonstration Areas, campgrounds, lawns or other mowed areas.
Whether families cut or purchase a tree, they should follow these
safety guidelines when using a cut tree in their home at Christmas.
Choose a fresh tree. If the needles are brown and fall off easily,
the tree is dry and can easily catch on fire.
When setting up your tree, cut the base off two inches above the
onginal cut to help the tree absorb more water.
Place the tree in a stable, tip-proof container and water it daily.
Place the tree away from heat sources such as heating vents or
wood stoves.
Be sure decorative lights are UL approved arid in good condition.
Never leave tree lights on while you are asleep or away fiom home.
Discard the tree when it begins to show signs of drying, such as
brown or yellow color, and excessive needle dropping.
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Cleaver and Hendrick

, Johnny and Marra Hubbard of Paris, Tenn., announce the engageChelsea Cleaver and Justin Hendnck of Murray were
'pent of their daughter. Veronica Marie Hubbard, to Treston Evan
married
Saturday, May 30, 2009, at Glendale Road Church of
Chnst.
Smith, son of Steve Smith of Calvert City and Judy Smith of
The bride is the daughter of Kenneth and Cindy Cleaver
Nashville, Tenn.
of
Murray.
Miss Hubbard is the granddaughter of Dudley and Sue Dell ,
The groom is the son of Greg and Pam Hendrick and Alan
Hubbard of Paris and Julian Abella and Asuncion Del Cerro of •
and
Donna Carter. all of Murray.
Barcelona, Spain.
John Dale officiated at the ceremony Vocalists were
Whitney'
Mr. Smith is the grandson of Charles Fagan and the late Helen
Bush Rudesill, Katie Graves and Holly Pritchard.
Fagan of Benton and Evelyn Smith and the late Powell Smith of
Robyn Ryan of Murray was the maid of honor.
C,alvert City.
Bndesmaids were Kennette Jones, Emily Stark and Linda
'The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Henry County High School
Dinh,
all of Murray. Heather Palmer of Grand Rivers. Kristen Hall
and is a certified pharmacy technician and licensed massage theraof
Benton, Brooke Henson Grow of Lexington and Alyssa Jones
pist.
of
Collierville, Tenn.
The groom-elect, a 2006 graduate of Marshall County High
Eddie Kobraei of Lexington was best man.
School, is attending Murray State University and will graduate in
Groomsmen were Chris Jones, Tim Stark, Jeremy Phillips, Billy
May 2010. He is employed by Home City lce and Briggs & Stratton.
Joe Hendon and Josh Bybee, all of Murray. Phillip Brown, Paris,
The wedding is planned for the fall of 2010.
Tenn., and Brooks Palmer, Benton.
Zak Stark and Trent Jones were ringbearers.
A reception followed at the church.
The bride graduated in May 2039 with a bachelor of science
degree in agriculture at Murray State University. She is now studying for her master's degree in agriculture at MSU.
The groom received his bachelor of science in finance from
Murray State University in December 2007. He is a personal banker
for US Bank at Draffenville.

Undergraduate research
grant received by MSU's
Loganathan for study

Sudan Loganathan was recently awarded a $500 grant from the
Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity (URSA)
for his proposal entitled "Proteomic Analysis of Protein Complexes
fmm Germline Stem Cells."
Loganathan, a freshman chemistry major from Murray, at Murray
State University, will be studying germline stem cells in fruit flies.
His goal is to identify protein complexes specific to germline stem
cells during early stages in the ovaries. Fruit fly share similar
genes with humans, and the study of the germline cells could eventually lead to less-controversial methods of stem cells extraction
and use in humans.
Dr. Alexey Antos,. assistant professor of biological sciences, will
serve as faculty mentor on the project. "Sudan is a very capable
person and talented researcher. He is a very quick learner, responsible and hard-working person," Arkov stated.
Loganathan plans to present his findings during Posters-at-theCapitol and Scholars Week, which will take place on Murray State's
campus April 19-23, 2010.

Magazines
requested
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is accepting magazines
for the lobby and waiting areas.
If you have any 2009 magazines
that contain appropriate family
material and you would like to
donate, drop them off in the
front lobby on the magazine
cart, or call Gail Stubblefield,
MCCH's librarian. at 762-1572
for more information.
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The tests have been arranged for anyone who suspects they are losing their
hearing. Such persons generally say
they can hear but cannot understand
words. Testing with the latest
computerized electronic will indicate
whether you can be helped. Everyone,
especially those over 65, should have
an electronic hearing test at least once
a year. If there is a hearing problem,
a free electronic hearing test may
reveal that newly developed methods
of correction will help, even for those
who have been told in the past that
a hearing aid would not help them.

Thursday, November 19
& Friday, November 20

Couia your hearmg nerve he weakened
?
is earwax blocking your hearing?
Could your middle 0111 be the problem,

50% OFF
tlf
Etattertc
Fresh Batteries
FFtEE
Hosting Aid Cleareirsig, assure,
peak performance.

Beitone

Good thru 11/20/09
a

Come in TODAY for a FREE Hearing Consultation!
at Pagliat's
753-5171

FOR TWO DAYS ONLY

Largest variety 84
best quality in Murray:
270-761-SGUN(7486)
706 N. 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
PC Penny Mall)

Open seven days a week.
Lunch:
Everyday llam - 2pm
Dinner:
Mon - Thu 4:00pm - 9:30pm
Fri - Sat 4:00pm - 10:30pm
Sun 4:00pm - 9:00pm

„-*Beltone

Serving You Since 1942• The Oldest and Most
Trusted Name in Hearing.

PRINCETON
327 B So. Jefferson
(270) 365-0003

MURRAY
707 S. 12th St., Unit E
(270)753-9558

PADUCAH

FULTON

918 Broadway
(270)443-4594

432 Lake St.
(270)472-0888

Toll Free
1-866-7/3-4327
We accept

=se fit

MAYFIELD
912 Paducah Rd.
(270) 251-0844
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Rollins and Walker
Amberly Susan Rollins and James Matthew Walker were married
Saturday., May 30, 2009, at 3:30 p.m. at the home of YAK and Patti
Fitts on Kentucky Lake in Calloway County, neighbors of the
bride's parents, Eddie and Laurie Rollins of Murray.
Bro. Ricky Cunningham of Hardin Baptist Church performed the
ceremony. Recorded music was provided by Devin and Deena
Pittman of Clinton at the wedding and reception.
The bride is the granddaughter of A.B. and Sally Crass of Ocala,
Fla.. and Lucy Wnght of Fontana Village, N.C., and the late Bill
Rollins of Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Dan and Sarah Walker of Fulton and the
grandson of Dorothy Sparks of Princeton and the late William C.
Sparks Jr. and Agnes Walker of Fulton and the late Leslie Walker
Morgan King of Murray, sister of the bride, was matcon of honor.
Bridesmaids were Kim West of Nashville, Tenn., and Holly Walker,
sister of the groom, of Brentwood, Tenn.
Flower girls were Caroline Larkins, daughter of the bride. and
Reese King. niece of the bride, both of Murray.
Dan Walker served his son as best man. Groomsmen were Hugh
Rollins, brother of the bride, Murray, and Dave Clark, Brentwood,
Tenn.
The wedding was held on the front lawn of the Fitts home. facing Kentucky Lake arid resplendent with summer flowers and
greenery.
Given in marriage by. her father, the bnde wore a strapless ivory
dress with sweetheart neckline, fitted lace bodice and satin train.
The bodice featured buttons down the back and a satin bow. She
wore a tiara of pearls and carried a bouquet of peonies and roses in
varying shades of pink.
Each bridesmaid wore a strapless taffetz, peony-colored. street
length dress with fitted bodice and bow in the back. Each carried a
single pink rose and wild hydrangeas tied with white tulle ribbon.
Both flower girls wore sleeveless ivory dresses and each wore a
halo of white flowers and pearls in her hair.
The groom wore a two-button, single breasted khaki suit, white
shirt, and khaki, gray and white striped Windsor tie. His boutonniere
was a single pink lily- adorned wth a pearl pin. The best man and
groomsmen wore suits and boutonniers identical to the groom.
The outdoor reception followed at the Fitts home. Round tables
were set with white cloths and decorated with hurricane bowls on
black, wrought-iron pedestals containing arrangements of limes.
stargazer lilies and greenery in water. The bride's mother created
most of the floral arrangements for both the wedding and the reception.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Riviera Maya, Mexico and
now reside in Murray.
The bride, a 2003 graduate of Murray State University, is
employed by Purchase Area Sexual Assault and Child Advocacy
Center as a victim's advocate.
The groom is a 2000 graduate of Murray State University and is
employed by AT&T as an accounts manager for large businesses in
Kentucky.
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Donations requested
The Gentry House Homeless
Shelter, House Domestic Cnsis
Center, and Merryman House,
all of Murray, are partnering up
and asking for help with items
needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items need are kitchen
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Chase Andrew
Sudduth
Mr. and Mark Allen Sudduth
of Hickory are the parents of a
son. Chase Andrew Sudduth,
bom on Wednesday, Oct. 28,
2009, at 9:57 a.m. at St. Francis
Medical
Center,
Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
12 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Jennifer Usrey and is employed
at Home Depot. Paducah. The
father is employed at Home
Depot, Marion, Ill. 'The couple
has two other boys.
Maternal grandparents are
Susan and Russell Tarr of
Mayfield and Billy and Cynthia
Pritchard Usrey of Raleigh,
N.C.
Paternal grandparents are
Judy and Frank Fennell of
Williamson. Ga., and Paul
Sudduth of Columbus. Miss.

trash bags, toilet paper, paper
towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry detergent,
bleach. cleaning supplies. towels, washcloths, kitchen linens,
pot holders, alarm clocks and
old cell phones. Items may be
taken to their office at 629
Broad St., Ext., between the
hours of 8 a.m. and noon,
Monday through Thursday.
Both offices are United Way
agencies and located in the
same building. For more information call 761-6802 or 7592173
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Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
3Aidarzy, 91.oviztrzhivi 20112, 2009 • 4.-00 em-6.-00 pin

97 Haynes Creek Drive
.AMAZING HOME WITH OLD WORLD
('HARM' Custom-buili in 1987. this 3
%tory home highlight% early American
Lraftsmanship from hand tumbled bock
The spacious living room centers around a
beautiful fireplace mantle decorated with
custom-made tile ordered from abroad.
Priced at S360,(N10 MLS *52884

711 Main

2007 Atkins Way
GORGEOUS HOME WITH EXTRA WIDE WRAPAROUND PORCH!
4 bedroom hoMe, with 3 full
baths, features eighteen foot ceilings in entry way and
a raulted wrxxl beam ceiling in the great niom
Beautiful pre-finished oak hardwood floors. in a gunmock finish can be found throughout the home The
stairway include: solid oak treads with a hand railtng
of black wrought Iron spindles and feet All Pella windows are pre-fuushed. insulated. Low E and doubk
hung. Pnced $1'.)01.10 MI,S/6 1-191

321 Washington Drive

21 Washington Drive

ADORABLE HOME IN PURDOM
ESTATES' This 3 bedroom. 2 bath home
ha% large bedrooms and a spacious kitchen
that features oak cabinet, and deck access.
Extra storage is provided in the two car
attached garage Priced at onk
29.900
MLS #53568

IMMACULATE CONDITION' Quality
craftsmansttip is evident throughout this 3
bedroom. 2 bath home m Purdom Estates
The spacious floorplan pnwides an abundance of living area Hardwood floors
throughout tht kitchen and dining area A
quaint deck overlooks the large backyard
Priced at SI 55,000. MLS a'53728

%‘ tk 11 tor Future Open Houses at: Ww:W;murraykyreate,,tate.eimi
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Spring Creek
team makes
5-year pledge
Special to the Ledger
Spring Creek Health Care's
Leadership Team joined together to support the M urrayCalloway County Endowment
for Healthcare in a naming
opportunity in support of the
future Hospice House.
The team made a five-year
pledge of over $3,500 for the
Hospice Program, which will be
matched by an anonymous
donor for a grand total of
$7,(XX). Monies raised will support a tranquil outdoor patio
area, complete with benches and
tlower garden.
"Offering Hospice House
serves for our community and
the surrounding area will not
only provide a personable
home-like atmosphere. but specialty care provided by a gmlup
of caring, compassionate, and
knowledgeable experts." said

Sandra Dick. VP of Spring
Creek HealthCare. "Spring
Creek wanted to challenge others to honor Hospice by becoming a sponsor."
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Hospice House will
be a 12-bed, residen ial facility.
Designed to provide patients
with limited life expectancy', and
their families. a nurturing,
homelike setting; a hospice
house is a place where life's
journey can end peacefully and
in dignity, surrounded by family
and friends.
If you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with MurrayCalloway
Endowment for
Healthcare, please contact Keith
Travis, VP of Institutional
Development at 270-762-1908.

Photo provider

Pictured left to right, back row: Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development, Vickie Houston,
Shannon Jacobs. Sandra Dick
Melissa Clark, Valerie Morris, Keith Bailey, CEO, Darla Dugger, Kim Ray, Tammy Crittendon. Jennifer Fannin,
and Judge
Executive Larry Elkins. In the front row are: Judy English, Joanna Thomas, Terri Grogan. Lanie Cornwell, and
Sharon Furches.
MCCH Board Chair. Not pictured is Jill McCuiston.

Home Care honors aides

Mid-America Precision
Agriculture Conference
Novernber 18, 2009 9 am — 5 pm
Murray State University School of Agriculture is hosting the
first annual Mid-America Precision Agriculture Conference!
Vendors front every aspect of Precision Agriculture will be in
attendance to assist you with all of your precision agriculture
needs.
o Precision Agriculture Workshops for beginners through
advanced tisers
o Vendor Trade Show
o Live Hands-on Demonstrations
WM."Bill" Cherry
Exposition Center
Murray, KY

Photo provided

Pictured. from left, are Shari Sherwood. Aide Coordinator, Kathy Jarvis, Ann Smith, Amber
Bucy, Andrew Young, Candace Quertermous, Madelyn Linzy, Kaye Clark, Director and Bertha
Griffin, Supervisor Adult Day Care. Not pictured are Virginia Gould, Missy Becker, Peggy Mills,
Belinda Longsworth, Deborah Vaughan and Angela Bailey.
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Home Care will
honor Home Care Aides
throughout the week for their
dedication and service to
patients in throughout our
region.
The week-long celebration
will honor the dedicated home
care aides who tirelessly work to
provide high-quality care to elderly, disabled, and chronically ill
patients across the nation.
Through their vital supportive
care. home care aides are on the
front lines of health care, helping to enable families to stay
together.
"With a genuine desire to
enhance the well being of their
clients, home care aides provide
essential supportive services and
are a vital part of the Home Care

team. They are skilled, compassionate, and dedicated to our
patients. They are one of the
main reasons Home Care is in
the 99% of patient satisfaction,"
said Kaye Clark, Director of
Home Care at MCCH. "For
many homebound individuals,
home care aides are not only a
vital part of their health care,
they are also canng providers
who enable them to remain at
home with their family."
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Home Care has the
mission of providing comprehensive in-home health care and
supportive
services
for
Calloway
and
Marshall
County's disabled and chronically ill patients and their families. Its caregiving team offers
services ranging from basic
assistance with daily living to

City of Murray teams
with MCCH Endowment
to pay tribute to Rushing
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Endowment for
Healthcare joins together with
the City of Mun-ay to honor the
late Mayor Tom Rushing. The
partnership between the MC
Endowment and the City of
Murray will work together to
raise funds for a commemorative naming opportunity in
honor, and memory of, the late
Mayor Tom Rushing.
Interested individuals or businesses that would like to contribute to naming the "Great
Room" in the future Hospice
House for an outstanding leader
who dedicated over six years to
the citizens of Murray and
Calloway County have an

opportunity to honor his service
with a tribute that will last for
years to come.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Hospice House will
he a 12-bed, residential facility.
Designed to provide patients
with limited life expectancy. and
their families. a nurturing.
homelike setting; a hospice
house is a place where life's
joumey can end peacefully and
in dignity, surrounded by family
and fnends.
If you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with MurrayEndowment for
Calloway
Healthcare, please contact Keith
Travis. VP of Institutional
Development at 270-762-1908.

advanced medical treatment.
For more information about
Home Cai-e services at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, contact Kaye Clark, Director of
Home Care at (270) 762-153 7,
or visit our website
www.murrayhospital.org.

FREE Admission!
For more information on workshops and a list of
companies in attendance. check out our website:
http://murraystate.edu/agr/midsouthprecisionagcon
(It contact In Ftyan Anderson at
ryanwandersontioniorraystate rtitl
Brought to you th,

r

(Vice of RegUynal Strwarafsfup
and Outreach

School of Agriculture
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSIIN

then Heritage Bank has everything you could ever need
to help you manage both your personal and your business
finances. If your living room itn't your place of business,
then wc have everything you need as well. Open afire
personal or business checking account and
get a 24-Piece Rubbermaid'

WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
MEMO.. FDIC

la

EQUAL

MOUSING

LENDER

*Freezer. microwave. and dtthwasher safe. Right tier Right now.
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MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB
704 VINE STREET
saFtLAI SELECTIONSIO41 EVERYONE

(Sponsored by the Murray Woman's Ciub)

CIL
DISCLAIMER
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"help wanted' section
oe our classified!,
webpage
murrayledga can
yob wail be redirected
to mbeetwork com
By default
Murray and local job
haunt will appear on
des webarte
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webane. ad all lounge
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Isar ad tot any error.
Miirrey Ledger &
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incorrect Insertion.
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wide.

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliabie, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using trios
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of as
empioyees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

EXPERIENCED meat
cutter Apply at Murray
Sew-A-LOt, 905 S. 12th
St.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
perecm after 7:00PM.
No phone cella_
FULL-TIME opps HS
grads ages 17-34. Full
pay, benefits, training,
30 clays vecation/yr,

for school. No exp.

Briggs & Strattoo is the worlds largest manufacturer of an cooled
engines and is
a TWIT Facilitator Applicants must meet the fol-

lowing minimum quer

tiOnS

fit year
Locale
Prow red

*Excellent interpersonal and communication skills to interact wite, and
motivate a diverse group of employees
•Atakty to sorve practical problems sna deal with a vanety of personnel
and production problems
*Proficient computer ssills and familiarity wIth MS Office applications
(Worst Excel. Access, PowerPoint) and business control sofhvare (SAP)
*Good organization and time management skills necessary to pnoritize
and manage multip4 assignments. ability to react quickly in a fast-paced,
changing environment
*Department expenence preferred
consrst of the following reeponsibillbes•
*Develop. train, and motivate team members to achieve desired efficiency, proficiency. cooperation. and morale
*Analyze potential produckon problems (delays, matenal shortages,
equipment repairs, etc.) arid deviseempiement procedures to minimize
',est time due to these occurrences
•Review operational schedules
*Coordinate production activities, and manage team member assignments
*Interact with engineers to moddy machines. equipment. andror prociseees to improve production and overall quality
'Maintain awareness of plant policies and procedures and ensure
emptoyee adharence
*Create and support an environment to encourage open communication
and cooperation at all levels of the organization
*Encourage participation by all personnel and work to conenually improve
procedures. conditions, and invoivernerl
*Provide model leadership appropriate tor an empowered workforce
*Constructively coach/mentor empioyees to improve performance and
achieve career potential
4.4onitor productivity and improve performance on standards (provide
corrective action when necessary)
-Maintarn a strong knowledge of Bnggs Stratton, products
*identify and suggest changes in work methods. conditions and use of
eauipment
*inspect material and finished product for quality compliance as required
Perforrn full range of managerial responsibilities which may include but
not be limited to- interviewing. hiring. coaching and developing employEMS

Pianning, assigning and directing work
Perform other duties and respons:bilities as %quested or required
Salary is dependent on education and experience.
Interested applicants must respond rie later than
November 24. 2009

Please submit online resume to www bngcsardstranon cum
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BRIGGElsEiTRATTON

13111110110maid

MUFtRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

i40914 iT9t.

needed. CM Mon-Fri.
1600-777-6269.
MAINTENAM-E Tech-

bt,r4tor
SPRING CREEK HEALTH CARE
SKILLED NURSING & REHAB CENTER

CASH REWARD
-LOST: Female black &
:tan miniature pincher
.dog, weanng teal blue
-collar. blue & yeltow

qualified individuals.
Basic
maintenance
imcweledge. HVAC certification, plumbing/
electrical knowledge.

CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANTS

tags, left leg it-Tired. ie
vicinity ot Broad &
Vine. narne is Abby
227-4045

pool experience a plus.
cornputer knowledge.
Rotate on-call shifts
Comparable pay ana
benefits Fax resume
270-767-1814.
to
EOE
PAF1T-TIME car-wash

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
tor youl FuM Ione and
part erne peones
available
Apply at

Wee Care
109 S 15th St

attendant.

Saturday.
Sunday.
Monday_ Must have
serne
mechanical
skills Retirees welcome. 573-380-4504
PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR
Kingdom Kide
Learning Center.
licensed preschool, is
now receiving applications for a Director -

Training wilt begin
Apnl 1st 2010
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist

Church
For more information
call Director, Dorothy
K Rogers
(270) 753-8696

Spring Creek Health Care Facility & Rehab
Center located in Murray, Ky. has openings for Certified Nursing Assistants. If you
are not certified and have a passion for
working in a skilled nursing & rehab center
MCCH will provide the certification training.
Openings are for full time and part-time on
2nd and 3rd shifts MCCH offers an excellent benefit package If you are interested
in applying you may send your resume to.
Human Resources
Murray Calloway County Hospital
903 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270) 762-1905
e-rnall: Noisy0murrayhospltal.org
visit our web site at
www.murrayhospital.org
Equai Opportunay Employer

PT custodian position
available
Flexibie
hours Make inquiries.
send resume First
Presbytenan Church,
1601 Main St . Murray,
KY 42071
270-753-6460

•

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Timm

CLASSIFIED EMAILS:
classified

-

Friday.

Must be available to work either 761-7p or
7p-7a and every other weokeno from
December 1, 2009 through Apnl 30,
2010. Positions are in Meo Surg
No benefits are provided with these
temporary positions
If YOU are interested, please call
Stephanie Nutter-Osbome at
270-762-1906 TODAY!
You may apply online at
vnvw.murrayhospital.org.
or e-mail resume to
sdosbome mu rrnyhospital erg
Murray Calloway County Hospital
903 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

COME GROW WITH MURRAY
CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL!
WE SPECIALIZE IN YOU!

/lames For Pent

good condition, $350
973-1430

•••••••••••••••••

mu rra yledgercom

InglaWilfftr
=
is
11_,

First Come
First Serve
ROW
'
4
11111.00/016.

PROPERTY
Management
Company is now hiring
a futl time Leasing arid
Marketing Manager
Caedidate must possess basic computer
knowledge. Benefits•
Drug Free Workplace'
Background
Screening'
Equal
Opportunity Employer
Fax
resumes to
(270)759-3005

L **"`"

MAIN STREE t
URMSHINGS
401 MAPLE ST
070)761 7653

Benson Sporting
&mat 5111 S. 121h,
Murray
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUlTARS,
AMPS 6

1 BR for rent all utili
ties. cable, Internet
arid, $265/mo, no pets
non-smoking.
759-4335.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, 1BA apt w/d
$350
2BR townhouse w/d
$455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559

2BR brick, appliances
furnished. No pets
753-0728, 994-3308.
2BR, 1BA, CHA,

LARGE 38R apt
newly remodeled. on

campus, Cr'HA, W&D.
$600 water. sewage 8
trash furnished, no

Apple, WM hook-up.
quiet country, no pets
Call after 5 227-4113
3- 4 BR bnck. Jacuzzi
tub, hardwood, gas
or. remodeled, nonsmoking, no pets

pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NEAR universrty Like
new large 2BR C/1-1/A.

$675/mo 759-4335

Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $440 +
deposit
(270)978-0913

3BR, 1 -Batti in city
stove, refrigerator furnishsa. W&D hook-up.
(270)753-7522

NEAR Un iversity
Extra la. go 28R apt.
with very large living
room, all appliances
included., washer &
dryer, Lots of closet
space, Central elec.
heat
and
air.
13 50/d•poelt,
1350/mo. 270-7534560. ilem to 5pm
Mon thru Sat tor
appointment.
NOW LEASING
2 & 3bedroom Apts

We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Fnclay
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
DD al -800-648-6056

38R, 1BA Centrel gas
heat 1 year lease with
references, no pets,
106 S 13th, 5550/mo.
(270)519-2699
HOUSE with garage
tor rent in Hazel. KY,
most have references.
$450 month + $450
securrty.
(270)976-7W

SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits. Deposit
& Lease. No pets.
$425
753-6156
WATERFRONT For
Rent. 2BR. 2BA. completely furnished. More

info go to www.harelinlakeretreatky com or
436-5091.

SPECiAL!!!

12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house. 54500.
includes move and set
up. 270-994-1595.

2001 Patnot 16xBO
3BR, 28A, vinyl siding, Northern insulated, nice.
(270)489-2525

--3111Ego.app_ydnita
is*WM LOT.

PREMI
MINISTOI
*Inside climai

storat
*Security a
*Safe &
*We sell t
•We rent U
753-96

1112t1;

AKC Shih-1
ohecked, firs!
male, 1 ferna
400. (270)f
(270)908-196

DOG °better
(270)436-2851

GERMAN She
puppies $250.
Yorkie puppiei
females,$500.
male/$400. tul
ed, vacinated.
(270)247-5791
(270)748-590!

GET T
1 X1
AD Fi
S 75.
A M0!`
753-1,

Tod Si

per•moniti
.Up to 20 word:s
6-PAR'
GARAGE
THURSI
NOV. 11
7-2
RAiN OR

(270)753-1916

Alt line ads
placed In our
pape7 are

r%I*Ab

posted on our

A&F Warehousing
Near MSIJ S20-50.
7s3.7668
•

Of'
mugs

2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished.
Ca-Pia Coleman RE
753-9898

7 acres with
house trailer ,
bam, set up t
horses (270)

LEDGER &TIME

Home Delivery
Local Mall
Wallowa,
3 mo.
-430.90
3
moo.
-.43540
6 Iwo.
-405.00
I yr.
JUBA 6 me.----WA
1 yr.----USA

Apartments
I 50c Diusuel Drive
Miles!, Ka' 42071

Rest of KNYTNI

270-753-8556
TDD1-11M-541-1&33

3 mo. .....-.-470-93

All Other Mai
Sebecriptioes
3 ma

1 yr...---S120.0$

1 yr. --.--$14.5.00

INneer &

6
.

11100.41,a1.1

Newer 1 edger &
Housing Act
All real e•tate adve
is %object to the I
Hotrung Act. %h.,
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Equal opportuory

I Check

Money Order

Visa

MK'

I St. Addresa_
I City

e
Zi

Mail this coupon with payment to

e

e
e

Name

te
Daytame
11: Sta

at Linda OL
From Mum
641N tum It
402 at Hart
(1.2 miles) •
Bill Butler I

[
11113t;

mt.RSRuAblis,cribe to the

Callow-at Carden
Essex Downs

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 beciroorr,
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer Call
(270)750-ssa5

frOl 213

fOr ONLY.SISIT

webeits for free!

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 2BR,
1.5 bath. garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. $675 mo.
293-7404

(2701 436

.
cOuiti be your,

2BR duplex, CA-1/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9896

Ea. 263

J&L REs
MIN1.STL
720 S. 41
'weer of 121 S
111X10 $25 1

ThIs lx1..5

1BR price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

One and Teo
Bedroom Apartments

Wed le Buy

CASH paid for
good. used guns.

Rent

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

S

Firewood for sale $40
rick, delivered
492-8266

Hornet Fre Son

753-3633

FOf

or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

4BR, Ca-lok, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Firewood 293 2487

ANT1OUES. Call Larry

320

ttt
'‘11411 sit

pay the eiectnc bill
water.
trash, and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Only
3550/mo
You won't find a nicer

(270) 75;
Cell (270)
9a m

area. Nevrly
remodeled Large deck
with great view W/D,
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Extremely nice one

270-767-1176

CawAws
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3656

LARGE 3BR $295
753-6012

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grcve

Dedroom in Hazel We

2BR duplex in city
LAIRICat
Excellent privacy Just
SELECTION
' redecorated
New
115ED APPlIANCES
heating & air equipment W/c1 hook-up.
WARD
willing to furnish w/d.
Stove.
refrigerator
(210)753 1713
included. No pets.
S465/mo

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR7 DO YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED/
270-293-5806
WILL sit with eldedy
Have references
27C 227 5069

1.40SeiraL

G&
STORAC
PROP,
119 E

Aladiants Fix 3srit

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-848-6056.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.

WE NEED REGISTERED NURSES
INTERESTED IN TEMPORARY,
FULL-TIME WORK!
Eam S40/HR

2 RocMord Fosgate
10" subs and Plaret
Audio amp 0 400w,
ported box and wiring
included $250.00.
(270)227-6900
HOLIDAY fruit & vegetables by the case
Wholesale pnces.
270-227
,
1259.
OFFICE Moving Sale
300 Maple St. Suite 5
Mon-Fri 9:00-.5:00
Supplies. equipment,
dividers. desks. chairs.
misc.
REGULATION Bumper
cool table. coin clot
accessible. $775
270-227-7268
UTILITY trailer 10'x 1 5'.

IT/t
"

lier711

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

*High scnool diploina or equivalent required Associate or Batheilor's
degree in a related field preferred
sMinimum of one year expenence managing personnet in a high -volume
manufactunng environment desired
*Demonstrated ability to work with multiple internal departments to
ensure on-time delivery of quality product
*May require abilas to read. interpret and explain bluepnritz. engineenng
drawings jot orders. and specifications based on location

Campus Suites, PT
positiors Student housing property seeking

BR1TTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
tor full-eMe and parttime days and afternoons LPN positions
We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Banton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
.CALLS PLEASE

Lead
Notice

9RiGGS & STRATTON
Is seeking a Teem Facilitator

912 \

The. 11 a.

Sods*

N.Nie IN0114111114Z4111MIIIVIIOrr Ile 44
471,9pIad:t. aaW15
IMIllt 4dal

Lead
Notice

NE
Mlh

Fit 11

Vondin

18.25 First Day - 20 words or less • Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
35 extra fur Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Stuart Saver,

Team Facilitator's rib

•SAT., NOV 21 •SAM-2PM

Murray. KY 42071
(2701750-S22Y

411111), CLASSIFIED AD RATES „AIL%

err Soft

4U
ea
4411

Nee Thelse

Notice is harsh:, given that th. Car 4- Murray.
Murray, Kentucky 42071. l•as flied ar. application
with the Natural Rectum% and Ern immnental
Protection Cabinet, Department oi
wenmental
Protection, Water Quality Branch to construct water
lines on Poor Farm Road and Hwy dal Thu
property ts located within the City Limits of
Murray. Kentucky 42071 and Calloway County
Kentucky Tlits applicetion more panicular!y is in
reference to creek crosses. on an unnamed
tributary to Clarks River in Murray KY. f'alloway
County, Kentucky. Any comments or objections
concerning this application shall be directed to
Kentucky Division of Water Resources Branch, 200
Fair Oaks Lane, 4th floor. Frankfort, Kentucky
40001. Phone: ft02 664-3410

1

110
196
200

115 Mc* Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
et stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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r

CLASSIFIEDS

11111111111mmr
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Murray

e
e

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,ICT 40071
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We Offer.
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

OWN*

NEOPI BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whltnell Ave • 753-3853

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
SALEI
2 ACRE LAKE
LOT W/ FREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Just $24,900
was $59.900

Ge4C
STOF1AGE and
PROPANE
rlinentr
IRIAN one bed5 miles from
r in Lynn Greve
Newly
eked. Large deck
eat view. W/D.
rator.
stove
All utilities paid
ng
electric
no plus deposit
12-82

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Celt (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 .m. M-F

KEY.MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 SUM, 1215
'Murray. KY. 42071

/L
1
.. -se Sale

270-75,3-5562

11,000-SOFT. home
in country. 6BR. 6BA,
indoor pool. gymnasium, (26' tall ceiling).
5acres lake, lots of
outside decks. 5 acres
up to 90acres
559-2032.

)11 I iel •
s It
.1

ectroom houses
5 deposit
id 753-4109
wick. appliances
led. No pets
r28. 994-3308
IBA, CHA,
WM hook-up,
xxintry no pets.
ter 5. 227-4113
R bnck. Jacuzzi
irdwood, gas
emodeled, nonno pets
no. 759-4335.

1 -Bath In city,
refrigerator furl. W&D hook-up.
'53-7522

IBA Centre' gas
1 year lease with
nces. no pets,
13th, $550/mo.
119-2699

3E with garage
It in Hazel, KY,
have referent:lee.
month + $450
1V178-7441

L 2BR, 1 mile
ty limits. Deposit
ase. No pets.

56

RFRONT For
2BR. 2BA. comfurnished. More
to wwwharrlintreatky com or
i91.

Located on 160.000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky
Enjoy swimming pod.
walking trails, pnvate
park, more
Excellent financing
Call now 1 -800-7043154. x 3348 kylakesale.com

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.ITH ST.
Cower ofUlSa
111X10 $25 10:15$410
12701436-L524

(nol 293-69*

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•Wa sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
'53-9600

Shih-Tine, ve
checked, first shots,
male. 1 fernale $350400. (270)851-3943
(270)908-1961
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies $250-ea
Yorkie puppies.
temales1500
male/$400. full-blooded, vacinated
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

ECIAL!!!
is lx1.5
H be your.

orsivi S8-5-

2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3.5BA see it
online at
2007calumetway.com.
767-0106.
2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage, brick. excellent condition & neighborhood
1402
Catalina Dr., Murray.
Reduced
$120,000
obo 978-1644.
3BR, IBA investment
rental
house. 713
Sycamore.
Murray.
$550 gross monthly
rent. S60.000 obo.
978-1644.
ENERGY saving new
home. 2.244 so.ft.
under roof. 38fl, 2BA,
(sath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete dnve.
patio & front porch, no
city taxes
$8.000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781.
559-2032

Nre 1-4
Bedroom beans is
Riverfteld Estates.

WILL trade 1984
Bronco II. 44rd automatic pick up truck or
cai Runs good
520-827-1128
06 Sierra GMC FLE
hall ton, 2wd. 5.3
engine. super cab,
loaded. 39.000 miles
Asking $18,500.
436-6081, Murray.
1987 Dodge Dokota
6cyl automatic new
tires
runs
good
Perfect work truck
Clean title Sell or
trade $900 obo
270-978-9034

LAM
I. AWN YfRVit
Mhwing, Manuuseng,
apths, h
Leal Vat uummx
SalnlarItton guarantred

753-1816 227-06t1
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home, Mobile Home
Repair
4:36-5517

Hill Electric
Since I9S6

24 Noun mama
Res . Com . & Ind.
Licensed & lmured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Sennce Complete
tree
removal. gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141

AAFFORDABLE

Hauling
Clean out
garages gutters, junk
& tree work
ALL carpentry construction Remodeling.
additions. all home 8
mobile home repairs,
metal, roofs. decks.
much more
LarryNimmo 227-0587.
753-2353
ALLIANCE
'
TREE & LAWN
CAFIE
PROFESSIONALS
-Licensed &
insured
*Stump FIPMOVal
-Leive your yard
tut free
"

(270)970-1701
RENOVATED
4BR.
IBA home near hospiBeautiful hardtal
wooct/tile floors. sunroom, basement, appliances. new C,'H/A
2.200 sg.ft. $8.000 first
time
home
buyer
rebate 270-761-1317.
$89.500

Yard Sale

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
CHADWICK Catering
Ready to serve your
celebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266

r month

• 20 word:S.

1)753-1916

wags Ratak

Warehousing
MSU $20-50
'53-7668

:Of

6-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
THURSDAY
NOV. 19TH
7-2
RAIN OR SHINE
at Linda Outland's
From Murray take
641N turn left on to
402 at Hardin light
(1.2 miles) tum lett
Bill Butter Rd (.5)

7 acres with 14x70
house trailer & horse
bam set up to board
horses (270)869-4653
Murray ledger & Time. F•ir
llousing Act %Orr-a
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FREE
PICK UP

WAtikt-"Al•---1.‘11
FUTRELL'S Tree
Seivice
Trimming,
removal.
stump gnnding. firewood Insured
489-2839

Call 753-5606
• weekly & spen.141
• localh osned/opersted
Used Cars

-MN

DRYWALL repair 8
painting Free est;
rnates 270-873-9916

761110MR.COM
(270)7611,4116M11

14. 15. 16 inch
Slartmg at 526
mounted

cal Mail

knee

se1leraos7
In Forocier
;
r?
ers
Local Hues!
Can tide?
No too Tb You
Nn Equity OK

USED TIRES

ImEs

Ise

luousdiete
Debt Relief,

2005 Ford Escape,
77,000 miles. sunroof,
CD changer eiectric
start,
new
tires
$7,900 270-978-1973
05 Nissan Sentra SER Spec V Sedan 40,
blue. 6-speed. 43k
miles. $9.750. Call
270-559-5153.
03 Cadillac
CTS,
loaded, 143k rniles,
runs great. Perfect first
car. $6,500. 293-5005.
1976 Triumph TR6.
yellow, 83K miies,
$12.100. Cali
270-227-7268

1.1,1, k

.u•4

ir::

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

33
.
01 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

HOUSE Husband
All types of home
repairs No job ton

18, 2009 • 3B

LEAF Removal tree
work stump grinding
Licensed 8 Insured
437-4407
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION repair
8 maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commer
cue Locally owned &
operated 293-2357
435-4049

BRUSH &
HAMMER

111CI
Serness Offered

David's Home
Improvement
(IC

• Painting • Fix-rts
• Repairs • Decks

Braces & Ts.” Joists

pressure washed

Fier.uaeiong

& startle('

.
F L.rlac

(270)436-2228

Alo•

YVES1 KENTUCKY
AWNST,APT Ti

!,14,1,,,
iir,,11,4

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

rt•

I

Pap
4.1,0,11 Imnirartol
tAttrair
,

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Don't Forget

WEST
Ca,eiway
County
Development
*Track hoe
dozer
bacithoe work & septic
systems top soil &
gravel for sale We
build you a Home to
Suite your Needs
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

4-Positive:
1- eragc 2-So-so: I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Be adventuresome
and open to new possibilities.

Listen to your inner voice when
trying to remove an obstacle or
figure out a solution Rid your
mind of preconceived solutions_
A meeting or get-together proves
to be fruitful Tonight: Some mind
candy. How about a movie?

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** A partnership or trier.Oship is tested frequentty. You are
coming from a place of security.
Where you see opportunities.

(270)619-5313
•Cerefieci Wave:*
*Aluminum •Stainiess

Need help Promoting your Busineso?
Call us we will be glad to
:
Murray Ledger & Times
270453-1916

1001 Whitnell Ave. Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(270)753 1916

NOINISCOPO

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynanlic,

WNW.
,PRE MIERARC CO•A

LeiZR&LiEs

to pick up any pictures you have dropped off
at the Murray Ledger & Times.
Birth announcement, engagement. sports,
special sections in the classifieds etc.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Nov. 19. 2009:
This year. you will make a difference no matter what your
choices are. Your passion runs
high; how you focus this intensity is, of course, your call. You
will want to change your pattem
in your daily life. Sometimes we
simply act instead of choosing
our priorities. Events this year
will encourage you. You easily
could wind up with a lemon. If
you are single, the person you
might meet in your day-to-day
travels will be very different, as
this year is one of transformation. Avoid making any longterm commitments with this
change occurring. If you are
attached, the two of you will
experience closeness with frequent distancing. Part of the
cause is that you are changing.
thus your significant other's
reactions will vary. Don't jump
to conclusions. Simply give
yourself and others space as
changes happen! CAPRICORN
keeps the ball rolling in any conversation.

011srso

I

Ird isamelles Sim
others might feel Jeopardized
Understanding evolves to a new
level. A boss has spectacular
dreams Tonight: A must appearance.

careful when dealing with a boss
who is unusually hot-tempered
and
demanding.
Tonight:
Spontaneity rules
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** The unexpected occurs

21)
**** Sometimes it is hard to

when you least expect it impacting your work and relationships
Use the mood of the mornent to
clear up the situation and head
in a new direction. Examine your
long-terrn needs. Tonight. Sort
through invitations
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Don't irritate a situation
that might be more volatile than
you realize. A partner will corne
through in multiples and allow
greater flex. News from a distance could shake up the status
quo. Tonight: Time to visit the
gym more often.

decide which way to go when
you have too many possibilities
A domestic matter could be more
difficult or demanding than you
anticipated Make calls and seek
out those at a distance Tonight:
Hang with friends.

information that comes in A partner could be quite upset at the
iack of concem you express The
unexpected runs riot. Slow
down, think and integrate
Tonight Take a long-overdue
break

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** The need for your

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Where your fnends are

problem-solving
techniques
emerges How you deal with others relates directly to how much
you can get done Someone's
vagueness and creativity prove
to be enticing. drawing you closer. Tonight: Let your hair down.

is where the Aquarian is the hap-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might like to integrate

piest Surround yourself with
friends. A meeting points to more
information and associations
Your creativity surges when
you're with others. Start sharing
more. Tonight Careful with
financial nsks

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** A must appearance tosses
you into the limelight You might
be unnerved by recent events If
you need to pull back. 00,
Reflect and observe rather than
act or react nght now Fatigue
marks your caring Tonight.
.
Listen and think.
BORN TODAY
TV host Larry King (1933).
founder of CNN Ted Turn*
(1938), actress Meg Ryitth
(1961)
•"
Jacqueline Bigar Is on
Internet at www.lacguelinel$4.
garcom.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
If you can maintain some

distance from immediate work
demands. you will flow through
what must be done more easily
Seemingly great ideas come out
of the blue. You cannot control
how
someone
responds
Tonight. Stay close to home
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Keep communication
flowing You have a way of
expressing yourself that draws
many different people Though
you have many great ideas. the
question remains whether to
instrument them. Try to verify
information
Tonight: Return
calls, and then decide.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be aware of what is possible financially Sometimes you
overspend, which is part of a

Jackie, Weimaraner mix adult,
temale

Gay, Tabby mix, five months,
femaks

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. le AM-4 PM • SAT. le AM-3 PM
intorrn.ition (intact

,...

‘•

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at 1270) 759-4141

tendency to go to extremes. Be

People You Know.
A Name You
Can Trust.
Red Howe, Rick Melton and the Howe Melton team have been
providing professional accounting services since 1954.The Murraybased practice started a new chapter on November 1, 2009 when it
merged with Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs.

ATA
ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD
-1. LC

Certified Put& Accountants

"This is an excellent
opportunity for our firm:said Red
Howe "One of the reasons we
decided to join the Alexander
Thompson Arnold team is its local
focus ATA has the resources of a
large firm, which can be a great
advantage for our clients, and
they focus on providing
personalized customer service.
Our clients will see many positive
things from this merger and will
continue to work with the same
employees they know and trust."

STall

270-519-8155

At Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs, your success is our mission.

L•af
Vacuum
Sorvic•

Murray LEidger & Times

Curbvde or complete
clean-upsf

7'70-753 1916

753-5726

301 Maple Street, Murray, Ky.
270.753.2424
www.atacpa.net

ATASAfikel
Kentucky: Fulton & Murray
Tennessee: Dyersburg„
Henderson, Jackson. IVtartin,
McKenzie, Milan, Paris, Trenton
& Union city
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COMICS / FEATURES

Loolday Back
Ten ?ears ago
Jacob Abbott tor hts pencil
drawing and Derek McCallum for
his acryfic painting. represenung
Hazel Woman's Club. sson first
place at the contest by. the First
District ot Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs The are both
juntors at Calloway County High
School.
Mrs Matronia Beatnce Furell
McClure will be 105 yeius of age
on Nos. 20 She is a a resident
of Long Term Care Unit of Mutray,Calloway County Hospital.
Published is a picture of Jack
Wagar of Murray feeding his little dachshund. Buddy. his favonte
treat

Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Mayor Chuck Foster swearing in 1)r David Roos and Dr.
Lewis Ltiedell as rnernbers of the
Human Rights Commission
Eleanor Larson presented a
res iew of the book, "The Shell
Seekers." by Rosamunde Pilbhea
at a meeting of the Murray Magagine Club held at the Holiday
Inn with Mrs. Henry McKenzie
as hostess.
Births reported include a boy
to Cindy and Leslie Davis and a
girl to Sabnna and Ray Karraker, Nov. 14; a boy to Shirley and
Michael Ivy. a boy to Jeanette
and Howard Henson. a gal to Robin
and
Rigsby and a boy to
Karyn and Shayne Greer, Nov.
15. a girl to Jeannie and Andrew
Paschall. Nov. 16
Thirty years ago
Walter L. Apperson, publishei
of the Murray Ledger & Times.
ha.s been elected to a thrre-year
terrn on the Board of Trustesses
of Lexington 'Theological Seminary.
Lexington
Joint 'Thanksgiving services will
be held Nov. 18 at Goshen United Methodist Church. Other participating churches are Locust
Grove Chruch of Nanuene. Oak
Grove Cumberland Presbytenan
Church and Coldwater. Mt. Carmel

and Coles Camp Ground Uruted
Methodist Churches
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lovett, Oct.
31. a boy to Mr and Mrs. Gary
Tayloe, Nov 4, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Greg Sinclair, Nov 8.
Forty years ago
Murray State Unisersity students from Murray named to
'Who's Who Among Amencan Colleges and Universities' were Barbara L Brown. Diana Kay C'avitt.
David W Fitts, Judith Ann Hargis, Walter
Hartsfield, Carol
Champion Hayes. Mary Jo Oakley Hinton. Roben David Robertson. Max B Russell and Thomas
Gary Wallis
The week of Nov. 16-22 is
being observed as 'Children's Book
Week "
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs James Housden.
Nov_ 10, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Noel Camden. Nov 11.
Fifty years ago
Janet Like, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Cecil Like of Kirksey,
has been named winner of the
State Bakeoff at Lexington for the
28th annual National Cherry Pie
Bakeoff
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Walker whose home was
destroyed by fire on Nov. 9 at
the Dr L.D.Hale place near old
Faxon School area.
Rev. Harold Lassiter is serving as pastor of Locust Grove
Baptist Church.
Slaty years ago
Elsie Kesktnen, soloist, accompanied by John Stanley Shelton,
pianist, presented a program of
music at a meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club
In high school bissketball games,
Murray Training Colts won 43-42
over Kirksey Eagles, Almo Warriors won 52-51 over Hazel Lions.
and Lynn Grove Wildcats won 4024 over Coinage Grove, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Futrell will
be marned for 50 years Dec. 6.

Art of letter-writing suffers
Should patient follow
neglect in age of the internet doctor's recommendati
on?
DEAR ABBY: Please don't
think I'm stupid for asking
this, but I need some help.
The pradtice of letter-wnting
appears to be a dying form
because of e-mail and texting
-- which I'm good at. But
when
Fet:CIVC
a
nice gift. I
know
the
proper way
to acknowledge it is to
write
a
thank -you
letter.
Can you
please tell
By Abigail
me how to
Van Buren
do one that
doesn't
come across as awkward?
Chhstmas is coming and this
is hard for me. When I try to
get my thoughts down on paper,
I am ... STUCK!
DEAR STUCK!: There's
no such thing as a "stupid"
question, and your problem is
one that is shared by many.
A thank-you letter doesn't have
to be long and flowery. In
fact, short and to-the-point can
be more effective.
I have found that keeping
a notepad handy when I open
a gift and jotting down the
first thought that comes into
my head when I open the
package is helpful. (Hint: Is
it soft? Cuddly'? Tasty? Something you had wanted but had
not been able to find? Clever?
If the answer is yes, then write
it down.)
And by the way. Christmas
isn't the only gift-giving occasion when a thank-you letter
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Dear Abby

Today In NINNY
By The Associated Press
Today is W'ednesday, Nov. 18,
the 322nd day of 2009. There are
43 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 18, 1959. "Ben-Hur,"
MGM's Biblical-era spectacle starnng Charlton Heston and directed by William Wyler. had its
world premiere at Loew's State
Theatre in New York.
On this date:
In 1883. the United States and
Canada adopted a system of Standard Time z.ones
In 1886, the 2Ist president of
the United States. Chester A.
Arthur. died in New. York.
In 1909, President William
Howard Taft ordered two warships to Nicaragua, a day. after
the government of President Jose
Santos Maya executed two American mercenaries along with several hundred revolutionanes. LynEl/NO'V ILI:l_ILJ/11

cist Johnny' Mercer was born in
Savannah. Ga.
In 1928, Walt Disney's first
sound-synchronized unmated cartoon, -Steamboat Willie" starnng
Mickey Mouse. premiered in New
York.
In 1936. Germany and Italy
recognized the Spanish government of Francisco Franco.
In 1958, the cargo freighter
SS Carl D Bradley sank during
storrn in Lake Michigan. claiming 33 of the 35 lives on board
In 1966. U S Roman Catholic
bishops did away with the rule
against eating meat on Frulays
outside of Lent.
In 1969, financier-diplomat
Joseph P Kennedy' died in Hyannis Port, Mass., at age 81
In 1978. U.S. Rep. Leo J.
Ryan, D-Calif., and four other
people were killed in Jonestown,
Guyana. by members of the Peo'

Miura? Ledger & I intr..

ples Temple; the killings were followed by a night of mass murder and suicide by more than 900
cult members.
In 1987, the congressional IranContra committees issued their
ftnal repon. saying President
Ronald Reagan bore "ultimate
responsibility- for wrongdoing by
his aides.
Five years ago. Former President Bill Clinton's library opened
in Little Rock. Ark.; in attendance
were President George W. Bush,
former President George H.W.
Bush and former President Jimmy
Caner. Former Ku Klux Klansman Bobby Frank Cherry, convicted of killing four black girls
in thc
motivated bombing of a Birmingham, Ala.. church
in 1963. died in pnson at age
74. Britain outlawed fox hunting
in Englund and Wales
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is called for. There are also
weddings, anmversanes. graduations. My' booklet "How to
Wnte Letters for All Occasions'
offers samples that can be
adapted and personalized. It
can be ordered by sending
your name and mailing address.
plus a check or money order
for S6 U S. funds). to Dear
Abby, Letters Booklet, PO. Box
447, Mount Moms, IL 61054°447. Shipping and handling
are included in the pnce.
Also included are tips for
writing a love letter -- and
those letters that are the hardest of all, letters of condolence Included are specific suggestions on what to say, and
equally important, what NOT
to say when someone is grieving the loss of a parent, a
child or a spouse whether the
death may be sudden or after
a lingering illness
•••

DEAR ABBY: When my
husband and I married two
years ago, we both wanted
children. I am having second
thoughts now. We recently discovered that there's a genetic
disorder on one side of the
family. and it scares me to
think we may not have a healthy
child.
To be perfectly' hoaest, even
if we could have a healthy child,
I am also not sure I want to
go through the challenge of
parenting a teenager How
should I approach my dear
husband about my change of
heart? -- SECOND-GUESSING
IN N.Y.
DEAR SECOND-GUESSING: Be gentle, but be honest Rather than say you don't
want kids. start by saying you
are having senous doubts about
whether you would be good parent material Then tell him
why.
This will probably be the
first of many discussions you'll
have with him on thc subject.
touching on whether your mar
nage can withstand your change
of heart. Not every woman is
meant to be a mother -- and
better to recognize that fact
before becoming one rather than
after. That said, you could also
change your mind again. Many
women have.
•••

Dear Abby is ss ritten by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.eom or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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al medical instances in which this
isn't accomplished, such as with
infants born before tull-term. arid
genetic pnmary or secondary deficiency The primary type is ordiminty discovered before the age
of 7 with hypoglycemia (low blood
sugar). cardiomyopathy la hean
disorder) and
skeletal/muscle
weakness Secondary deficiency
can result from renal failure or
the use of specific antibiotics.
such as those prescnbed for the
long-term prevention of unnary
tract infections and other conditions
Cerebral palsy refers to a group
of neurological disorders that
appear in infancy or early chtldhood. The disorder is permanent.
but symptoms don•t worsen OVel
time. Symptoms include walking
on one's toes. a lack of muscle
coordination and foot drag There
may be difficulties with brain
development reflected in hearing.
vision and learning Because you
don't indicate when you were first
diagnosed with CP and what your
symptoms were at that nine, I
can't begin it, guess whether you
were misdiagnosed. There are
crossover symptoms between a
carnitine deficiency and CP. but
I would think the deficiency could
be ruled out with lab testing.
imaging studics and/or a biopsy.
of the don.
While L-carnitine is available
over the counter as a dietary. supplement. I recommend you speak
with your physician regarding testing before beginning any program.
since excesses can cause charkhea.
nausea. abdominal cramps and a
fishy hody odor. More severe side
effects can include seizure activity in people with pre-existing
seizure disorders and muscle weakness in patients with renal

Dr. Gott

nE5 5IR AS I SAID, MY
NAME 15 RERUN AND i'M IN
THE KiNDER6ARTEN CLASS

I JUST Tit0U614T I'D COME
IN AND INTRODUCE MYSELF

eastern
tbleconf
Griffin v.
ulate
RIchrtiot

Weisman's

.

A more logical approach might
be to review and modify your
diet.

Contract Bridge
Good Management
South dealer.
l'ast-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•9 8 5 I
111 9 5 4
•h
#Q 9 8 3
WEST
EAST
•K
2
111A 1074
V6 2
V.1873
•10
•8 4
4.A 7 6 5 4 2
J
SOI.TH
•6
✓ A KQII)
OAKQ 19752
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The bidding:
South
West
North
East
2•
PUSS
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Pass
6•
Opening lead —king of spades.

but because he ss anted I•ast to know
that declarer was void of clubs, and
that East should guard hearts. not
clubs. if declarer elected to cash all
of his tnimps.
This was excellent thinking on
West's pan. since Last might otherwise have discarded a heart at some
point later on ir declarer ran tramps.
11(w-ever. South managed to counter
West's reselatory play by adopting
an altogether ifitTercnt approach.
Declarer ix:allied that tf eithcr
defender held four hearts to the tack.
that player ssould hang on to esery
one of them since South's hand was
by now sinually an open hook
Accordingly. atter rutting the ace
of clubs. declarer drew only one
round of trumps and then played the
A-K-0 or hearts. When West shi is% ed
out on the third heart hut viiis unable
to run', South next tnimped the ten of
hearts in dummy to mak,: the slam.
Declarer's method of play ma.

1

Here is
well-played hand of
ancient v image where South. in Clearly l:0171:1.1
It %WtIllt Kt% C
intern. hid six diamond, all by him- failed had West held two trump,
self. Ile reasoned that he had an instead of one.. but in that ease the
excellent chance or asinding a heart slam would have lailcd hosseser
loser. and that the only trick he M.A.'. South played In cited. declarer had
likely to lose was a spade
to hope that. II the heart jack did not
West kd the king of spades, fast
fall as the top hearts %sere cashed, the
signaling for a continuation by. play- defender ssho was short in hearts was
ing the sesen. Hut West %cry wisely
also short in diamonds. When this
shilled to the ace of clubs, not
pros ed to he the case, the slam came
ht:CdUSC he expected the ace to vim,
rolling home
Tomorrow: A IdINC
i)) ,ccurits

Bratty kids
Petite, plus
Client mtg
Novelist Jean —
Dogma
Wished undone
Running shoe
name
16 Spike or Bruce
17 The basics
18 Changed decor
20 Make after
taxes
22 Is ahead
24 Beluga delicacy
27 Circus animal
30 Fixes
32 Memonai Day
race
33 Relief
34 Urgent request
35 Malaria medicine
37 Recital piece
38 US Army rank
39 Flower
containers

41 Hair goop
42 Llarna habitat
46 Enameled metal
49 Frequently
51 Ancient empire
53 Srnall bird
54 Gollyl
55 Meg - of films
56 Drama award
57 Longing
58 Dainty pastry
DOWN
1 John, in
Glasgow
2 California's —
Woods
3 Lap dog
4 Slide downhill
5 Actor Gomel —
6 Language suffix
7 Revised
8 What Hamlet
smelled (2 wde
9 Place for a pint
10 Delt neighbor
11 NFL events
19 Under par
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21 Clairvoyance
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What do
you know about carnitine deficiency' I have lived svath the
diagnosis of cerebral palsy all my
life and now am told my symptoms were likely misdiagnosed
Instead. I have GA-1 subtype of
carnitine deficiency
Now. my
doctor wano
me to take
two levocarname pills.
330
milligram. a day
tor the rest of
my life. I'm
not sure I am
willing to do
that for two
main reasons.
Carnitine
deficiency' is
By
Dr Peter Gott a relatively
new medical
condition that very few doctors
know about. Therefore, I imagine
there have been few, if any. longterm studies done. Also, I keep
thinking that
been fine without the medication all my 36
years, so why should I %tan now?
I AM debating whether to take
the medication and risk encountering unknown side effects, or
not take the medication and nsk
causing possible long-tenn health
consequences as my body functions with low levels
DEAR READER: Carnitine is
found in almost all cells of the
body that use fatty acids as a dietary'
fuel. Among other functions, it is
responsible for the transportation
of long-chain tatty acids into the
mitochondna so they can be burned
to produce energy'. Carnitine occurs
in two forms. D and L. which
arc mirror images of each other,
yet only L-carnitine is found in
foods and is active in the body.
Healthy children and adults
prixtucc adequate sarnitine in the
liver and kidneys to meet their
needs. However. there arc seser-

26 NASA
counterpart
27 Like a bug
in a rug
28 Blue-pencil
use
29 Rand of 'Atlas
Shrugged'
31 PFC mail drop
32 Manse data
33 Comparison
based on similarity
36 -- got itl
37 Form 1040
info
40 Gnawed away
41 Kind of pool
43 Soap target
44 "Paint the Sky
with Stars"
singer
45 Leave a mark
46 Duo
47 Planet.
in verse
48 Luau welcome
50 Membership
dues
52 Pantry pest
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Photo courtesy Of OVC
eastern Kentucky head coach Dean Hood said on Tuesday's
teleconference that former Murray State head coach Matt
Griffin was the first and only OVC coach to call and congratulate him when Fiood replaced Danny Hope two years ago In
Richmond.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
When Eastern Kentucky'
head coach Dean Hood
replaced now Purdue head man
Danny Hope two years ago, the
first phone call to congratulate
Hood came from Matt Gnffin.
Griffin was the only coach
in the Ohio Valley Conference
to call and congratulate Hood.
Two years later. it's Hood

who is having to return the
phone call, only this time under
much different circumstances
Griffin was fired Monday
after four seasons at the helm of
Murray State and on Tuesday's
OVC Teleconference. Hood
and fellow colleagues sounded
off on what is the •sad part of
the business.'
"I heard it and that's the sad
part of the business," Hood
said. "We're grinding and
going and then you hear something like, 'Did you hear Matt
got let go?' You think about it
for a second and I haven't even
been able to call Matt yet. Two
minutes later, your nose is back
to the grindstone.
"I will call Matt. Matt was

PREP FOOTBALL
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He's a good
coach and he'll land
somewhere on his
feet and he'll do a
great job.
yy
— Jason Simpson
Tennessee Martin head
coach OR Murray State
head coach Matt Griffin's
firing
the first guy, matter of fact, he
was the only guy in the()VC to
call me when I got the job to
congratulate me. He's a great

guy I hate it for him. This is
personal business. Your personal life and your relationship
with the players and the coaches and all of that is public.
"You take it personal when
you lose and you care about the
kids and as a head coach.
you're responsible for other
people's families. It's a tough
gig and my heart goes out to
him and can only wish him the
best."
Austin Peay head coach
Rick Chnstophel added that
while many' might believe the
pressure to be a good coach
from the outside is overbearing.
there is no greater pressure put
on a coach thin) by the head
•See GRIFFIN, 2C
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Sophomore Ilbero Kayleah Sauer became the second
Murray State volleyball player to earn Ohio Valley
Conference Defensive Player of the Year honors, when
she earned the title for the 2009 season

Sauer named
OVC Defensive
Player of the
Year
RACERS LAND THREE ON
ALL-OVC SECOND TEAM
TOMMY DILLARD end RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
Kendall Deese (left) and Christian Duncan prepare to take snaps In games earlier thls season.
Murray has advanced
all the way to the state quarterlinals running Its power run-based offense under a two-qu
arterback system.

"I'WO-QUAR I ERBACK SYSTEM WORKS LIKE CH 1R 11 FOR TIGERS
Or TOMMY DILLARD
more than a tacilitator tor the Tigers' grind-itClass 2A Quarterfinals
Sports Writer
out-on-the-ground offense this season, but
They say you can't has c your cake and eat
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With all due respect, Steve Duncan disagrees.
Duncan has done just that this season via a
two-quanerback system that has allowed the
Second-year Murray coach to exploit the hest
qualitic, ot both his signal-callers
First. theie's Christian Duncan. the heady
Coach's son, who possesses a gritty toughness
'and leadership credentials lxxit.
Kendall Deesc is the more prototypical
Clilarterhack. strong-armed and the better
basset of the two. hut a hit undersized as a
&option it irc

Fort Campbell at Murray
When: 7 30 p m FrKlay
Where: Ty Holland Stadium
TV: MES Ch 15 WKTV Ch 1
Radio: WFCIS 103 7 FM
Records: FC 12-0 (3-0 2-2/0 Mur 12-0(4 0 1.2A;
Last Illisehnd: Fort Campbell del Murray 47.0 in Fort
Cemptoll (Class 2A saconcl-round playoffs 20041
It may nra be Chris Leak and Tim Tehow.
although the comparison does seem to fit
strikingly well. but Duncan and Deese have
thc undefeated Tigeis ranked third in Class
2A and set for a titanic battle against topranked Fon Campbell Friday night in the
state quarterfinals
Neither quarterback has had to be much

Steve Duncan knows his squad wouldn't be
where it is without their contnhutions.
Duncan is thc tcain's leading tackler on
defense and has carried for 283 yards on the
ground, an average ot 6.2 per carry, and
thrown tor another 108.
Deese has completed half of his passes for
329 yards and six touchdowns.
With the two of them rotating in and out,
many times on a play-to-play basis, the Tigers
have racked up 43 points per game and an
average ot 343 yards per garne.
"It's great because if it's me or him, it's
about the same." Christian Duncan said "It
MI See QUARTERBACKS. 2C

By PASU Sporb Idsmallint
Sophomore libero Kayleah
Sauer became the second
Murray State volleyball player
to earn Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of the Year
honors, when she earned the title
for the 2009 season. Sauer was
also one of three Racers to be
named to the 2009 All-OVC
Second Team, ati voted on by the
league's head coaches and
sports information directors.
Sauer is joined by sophomore
setter Jade Guo and junior outside hitter Becca Lamb. This is
the second time that MSU has
had three players named to the
All-OVC Second Team, with the
first occurring in the 1997 campaign.
Sauer finished the 2009 OVC
campaign ranked No. 2 in the
()VC standings in digs per set

against league opponents (5.57)
and eighth on the service aces
per set chart (0.30).
The
Louisville, Ky., native also
recently became the 13th member of the MSU 1,01X) Dig Club,
when she recorded the needed
dig against Southeast Missoun
State, Nov. 10. Sauer has now
recorded 1,036 career digs,
including 512 in 2009.
Guo earned All-OVC Second
Team honors for the second season in a row. The DaTong,
Shanxi, China, native has been
running the offensive for the
Racers for the past two seasons
and currently has 2,193 assists
to her credit. Guo is ranked
third in the OVC this season
with 10.81 assists per set and is
also sixth in hitting percentage.
with a .313 (98k-22e-243tal
•See OVC.2C

.
Women Racers ink two dunng early signing period
priSii HOOPS R()UNi)UP

MM./ ADDS FORWARDS
FROM CHICAGO AND
MT. STERLINA;
By MSU Sports Information
The Muriay State women's basketball team will have some extra height
lin the 2010-11 roster. as head coach
)tob Cross announced the signing of
Iwo student-athletes dunng the early
:signing period. Thc Racers added
anycre liosey. a 6-0 forward from

Bolingbrook. III. (Bolingbrook ) and
Mary Jehlik, a 6-3 F/C from Mount
Sterling, Ky.(Montgomery County),
These two student-athletes comprise
a great recruiting class for us." said
head coach Rob Cross. "We have filled
our needs on the court and added two
more fantastic young women to the
Racer family. Chanyere and Mary are
great students and will tit in well at
MSU. I am excited to see how they will
contribute to the Racers."
Nosey is already familiar with

Murray State athletics, as her sister is a
senior on the Racers track and field
team and her cousin Candace Nevels is
a freshman on this year's women's basketball squad. Hosey comes out of the
same nationally-ranked high school as
Nevels, Bolingbrook. She started her
sophomore season and helped lead the
team to a second-place finish at the
2008 4A Illinois state championships.
The team was ranked in the top-20 by
ESPN.com in the 2007-08 season.
when Hosey was starter. She tallied

7.3 rebounds per game during her sophomore campaign.
"Chanyere is a big-time athlete and
her aggressiveness on the court along
with her length and skill are going to
make her a great addition to our team,"
said Cross.
Nosey was forced to sit on the sidelines due to injury. dunng the 2008-09
season when the Raiders claimed the
4A Illinois state title. Nosey has also
been a standout on the Bolingbrook
track and field and cross country teams

as a prep.
"We are excited about the versatility
Mary brings to the table,- Cross; said.
"With her length and shooting :touch
she has the ability to become a special
player down the road as she gains
strength. She runs the floor like a deo
and jumps out of the gym."
lehlik is no stranger to participating
in the state tournament, as she has been
on the varsity roster at Montgomery
High Schocil for the past four season,
le See RACERS, 2C
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Racers sign four early to 2011 class

CCMS
handles
Benton
Itall Wart
The t'allowaj, County MitklIc
eighth-grade
Laker.
Lad)
improved to 4-1 on thc season
with a 42-16 win over Benton
Monday.
CCMS broke thc attune open in
thc second quaner. outsconng
Benton 11-3 to take 19-7 lead
into halftime
The 1..iity 1..akers didn't surren pOlilt in the that' qUII1C1
del
while sconng 15 to lead 34-7.
Darien Maness led CCMS
with 12 points while Summer
Simmons added nine and Erica
Rogers contnbuted five. Mill116071
Connell, Danielle Potts and Sarah
Humphnes all scored four.
Over the weekend, the eighthgraders finished the Gunning for
Gunner Shootout with a I-1
record, They defeated Graves
County 33-31 arid lost to
Centralia (DI.) 39-35.
Against Graves, CCMS roared
hack from
20-14 halftime
deficit, outsconng the Lady
Eagles I I -2 in the third quiuter to
uske a three-point lead into the
fourth.
Maness led the LAdy Laker%
witb 11 points while H111111111
Scarborough added 10 and

IN MU Sparta Information
the
sonhaii
tram has announced the signing
of tour student-athletes to thr
2011 dabs.
"This is a great clot% tor
Murray State softball," said head
coach Jay Pyron "It has heen a
pnonty of ours to recruit
heavily in-state and in our region
and this class reflects that mission"
Leslie Bndges has been a
key contnbutot for Murphysboro
High Schocil in Murphyshon).
III., for the past three season..
helping lead the team to three

consecutive Southern Illinois
River-to-Riser
Conterence
championship. and it 2007
regional title
Ali Ilan has been a menther
of thr Grectiwtaid High School
softhall team in Bowling Green
since her sixth grade year
0004) In the past three year.
she has hed the opponuntty tc, hc
pan of a Lady Gators team that
has
claimed
two-straight
Kentucky State Championships
and three consecutive District 14
and 4th Region Championship
titles
Megan Sims is thc second

memher of the 2011 dais lo have
claimed
state championship
title Sims helped Owenshoni
Catholic earn the 2009 Kentucky
State title. while earning several
individual honors *long the way
Madysen Wilton played tor
tout years at Rockwood Summit
High School in Missouri. where
i% a fall spon She saw
success early in her prep carret.
helping thc Falcons to a Meestain
State
Class
4
State
Chanipionship in 2006
The Racer% will play their
first official giinwis leb 26-214 at
the Ole Miss ibumanient

•Quarterbacks

From Row 1C
gives me a chance to have a
break and it helps him to he able
to sec from the outside what's
going on."
Steve 1)uncan planned to have
an alternating quarterback sys
tem in place by the end of thc
season, hut the thought was that
Chnstian would have to shoulder
more ot the load until Deese got
more comfortable in the position.
Chnsuan grew up conducting
Duncan's power rushing offense
while DOCke had to learn it fttim
scratch.
But Deese got the starting nod
in the third game of the season at
Fulton City when Duncan held
(bit his son with a thigh bruise.
The result was a 161 -yard
passing night and three touchdowns for the sophomore III his
SIMITIORS IK/Chect MA.
Against. Centralha Sirrunons first varsity sten, which WI5
led the Lady Likers with 10 enough to convince Duncan.
points whiit Miinetui added seven,
"The plan was to alternate this
Scarbornugh contributed six and year. hut Kendall came on so
Potts arid %sky Hounshell each much," Duncan said. "He's realscored four.
ly got conunand of the plays and
C('MS also went I -I at the he'll correct me sometimes if I
tournament in seventh -grade call the wrung formation. Ile's
action and 2-2 on the season
really gotten foothall-smart"
The Lady Lakers lost the openDeese's ability to run the
er I() Graves C'ounty 37-18. offense has freed up C'hroitiati to
Leading scorers were Ashlynn focus his energies on detenar,
Stall. with eight points and where he plays in the secondary.
Kelsey Douglas with mix points.
But the junior luts sull providCCMS rebounded in the %M- ed the Tiger!' with offensive
ond game to defeat South
spark% on rare occasion% thai
Marshall 29-9. Douglas and Mumiy's ofTenne has sputtered
Danielle Potts were thc leading this seascm.
scorers with eight points each and
He did it in a 17-0 victory ui
Sarah Hurnphnie added six.
Trigg C'ounty with a gritty 11 The Ledy Lakerstake the cast yard run that helped set up a
410 Thursday when they host Jordan Benton field goal when
Murray. Seventh-grade action the Tigers were struggling
hegins at 5 p,m. with eighth grade move the hall againrit a
to follow.
ing Wildcat defense

THIS SEASON I WANT
SOMETHING

lie provided it similar lift in
last week's playoff win over
Hancock County when he
exploded for a 20-yard gain and ii
crucial first down in the second
quartet alto Mumty had been
forced to punt on two consecutive possessions
"C'hnstian's thr hettei runner
and Kendall's the better passer,"
Steve Duncan suid. "Chnstian
can throw it when we need him
to, We don't need him to sit hack
there and pass from the shotgun
all night, hut he ciltI throw the
passes wc need "
INvo-quarterhiak systems are
shunned by many fixithall minds.
who say the position is hest
played by a sinbtle field general
who Noumea ultimate on-field
leadenthip ol Ow team
While Duncan acknowIedgem
that may be the case in more
complex offennes. he helieves
employing two quarterbacks is
actually thr hest possible sce•
nano for his club.
"We want our quarterhacks to
he some of our hest athletes and
we need those guys on defense,
too," he saiti. "(hi some ted/136.
the quarterback IN the hest player.
htit they don't play him on
defense because they're afraid he
is going to get hurt.
"Aliso, I think it takes the pressure off both of them, knowing
there's another guy there to help
them out
Neither Christian nor Ikese
says he feels anv pressure
Neither feels like hc has to be the

team." Christian says "We don't
mit have one guy We have so
niany guys that can make Mg
plays that there isn't any pres•
sure It's spread the wealth "
Iloth quarterbacks have been
forced tc) the sidelines at times
this season
Chnstian missed the Fulton
City game and Deese sultered
deep chest bruise against Fulton
County that fon:ed him to miss
game and-a-half
But in each Lose. there wasn't
any question as to who would
step in fW1-titne at the position
"It's a conlidence-hurlder for
the team to have two quarterbacks," Duncan said "If you've
got one guy you count on arid
you lox him, everybody goes
into panic mode.
"But we've got two guys and
it lets everybody breathe easier."

•Racers

FrOM Page 1C
The Indians have advanced to
the Kentucky State High School
Athletic: Association Elite Eight
for the past four stations, earning 40th District and 10th
Regional championships along
the way, Jehlik has earned AllItah Region honors for the past
two seasons and was named the
10th Region MVP hy LaGrange
Insurance In 2007-08.
"Mary has a great athletic
ability." said Janie Robinson,
head coach at Montgomery
county. "You
just don't normalgerir 6.3 kid' thin Mover' In
Whmais
i 1 .4:X1141W
illief
rd PlaV
i iismakehei
Nik, it ks mit! 400-yard rusher Matt well has she doe% I have been
able to do some things on the
I )rerie
court with her on the team that I
"It ahows that we're more of a
wouldn't have hecn able to do
without her She is a toy to
coach and loves to play basketball."
Jehlik is a strong all-around
player who has averaged over 45
percent shooting for the past
four seasons with the Indians
A! a plum she compiled a 51.0
percent field-goal shooting
mark, while adding 24 assists,
33 steals. 51 blocks and 103
rebounds.
"We arc glad to welcome
both Chanyere and Mary's families into the Murray State
women's basketball family"
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FrOM Page 1C
coach himself.
"Any. time that happens, it's
had
for
this
business,"
Chnstophel said. "We got along
and hc accepted me pretty easily
whcn 1 got in the league for the
first time. I think the thing we
forget Pr there arc six or seven
assistant coaches and their lismilies,
"I've been on that end of the
stick arid that's tough But we
know when we get into this
business what were getting
into. Most people think it's the
pressure from thc outside I'm
going to tell you, all the coaches
put way more pressure on them-
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Monday', Germs*
Orlando flr Cernotir
*Hanle 99. Portland 06 01
Dallas 116, Milwaukee 113 01
Tuesday's 0•6564
CIOVOIMM 114 Golden Slate 106
inseam ti. Now Jersey 63
Oklahoma On tee. Miami 5r
Now °rearm tie. L A Clippers 102
Phoenix 111, Houston 105
Denver 130. TOronlo 112

Wednesday s Dorms
Mlamr Atlanta 6 p m
New Yon. al Indiana
p
Oklahoma CIty al Orients. 6 p m
Cleveirand at Waehinpton I p m
Chariot* at Phtiedelphis 6 p m
Ootden State at Salon. ao m
New Jeriey al PAIIIMukell. 7 p re
A Cilopeto et lAtmphts, p en
Kouston at ktrinssole ? m
Toronto rit Utsh A p m
San Anion* at Darla" 5 30 p
tbrircei at Portland
p
Thurtday Games
Phoenil et New 0,tesne p m
U1151 Id San AMONG 7 30 P M
Cameo 411 A LIMMI5 t wpm

Dhow lei Sacramento sr
L A Laker" 106 Detioii e3

)01.wiwsTLING
Lakers take 6th at tourney
WITTMAN, FRANK EARN
INDIVIDUAL FIRST-PLACES
MiDDLE SCH(

Neff Report
The
Calloway
County
Middle wrestling tern took
sixth place out of 16 teams at the
Tim
French
Memorial
Tournament at
University
Heights Academy on Saturday,
Scott Ruttman and handl
, Prank each took first place.going
whilr Bryson Elliot,
Kitson liurkerti and 'I)fler
Wilson each notched fourth•
place individual finishes,

Elliot went 4- I, Iiiirkeen wits
2-2 and Wilson was .1,2, Gabriel
Shoemaker went 1-.1 and placed
sixth
()the: CCMS grapplers to
win matches were Logan
Thomas,.1111111C Thompson, Nick
Walla and
Napp
CCM& will return in mete*
on Dec.
when they take Oh
defending state chattipiolla
t lnion County.

F rom Rap 1C
mark, The setter has also added
21 !service aces, 1K7 digs and 414
(3-43) total Mocks to hcr career
totals this year
Lamb earned thc first OVC
honor of her career, with her All
OVC Sec.ond Teeth nod The
Highland, III., native hax a 116
1190k•50e-441ti4) hitting percentage on the yrui, good for the
No 1 spot on the OVC khans
She is second on the team with

267 kills and third in blocks (552.57). She recently recorded
her first career double-double In
the 12acer% 3-1 victory ovei
Southeast Missouri State, NOT
10, with I kills and 10 digs, •
All three will he presented
with their awards pnot to thy
start (if the start of their quart*
final match of the OVI'
TOurnament against felines*
Tech, Thursday, Nov 19 et 4.30
p.m. in Jackmonville. Ala
:

selves than anyone puts on you don't have contrel over. Vitt
them All good coaches arc like always hate to hear when a con%
that. They're competitors, the) nide ol yours hiss gone (Iowa
want to win and that's the hot
they were one of the ieents dist
tom line."
1 thought volatilised to play hitirtl
Tony SIIMUCI entered the role as the season went uti."
of head coach at Southeast
trr murtin., Jason Stumm:lb,
Missouri State the same time the Skyhawk head couch Ain
Griffin was hired at MS(1, Wilk hired to replace Griffin
Samuel said the unfair part of when athletic directot Allen
this business is what goes on Ward pulled Griffin from Martin
that some coaches don't have to replace Joe Pannutmo knoWs
any control over.
that guy like Griffin will ladd
"We all know Matt's ciipabil- hack on his feet.
Ines. Ile's II very good football
"I have a lot ol respect eat
coach and we're all tri tough Matt. his family and the rest :if
situation here.- Samuel said. his staff I wish him luck." be
"We're sometimes at the mercy said "Ile wits a good coach
add
cil injuries and things that don't he'll land somewhere on his feet
alwriyii go your wiry or things and he'll do a great joh"
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Special hints given for those with diabetes
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Photo prowled
HONORED FOR SERVICE: Tami Dandeneau, center, was presented with a commemorative
plaque by Jon Akers, right, OX1KL/IIVII director of Kentucky Center for School Safety from
Eastern Kentucky University and Dr Jack Rose, left principal Investigator, PI, for the KCSS
Post-Secondary Component located at Murray State University Dandenesu received the
honor !or 10 years of service and dedication to the canter. The plaque reads. "In recognition
for exemplary performance and dedication to the promotion of the safe and healthy learning
for Kentucky youth 1999-2008 "

LBL begins 2010 seasonal
camping program process
00I,I)EN MINI), KY Land
Between 'the Lake. (1.1i1.1
National Remeation Arca I% tit)W
accepting applicitiloto tor the
2010 %resound camping pro
gram
-11sere ate total of I I I camp
stile, in thr %rewind camping
positrons available lor two to
nine month% 111 Hillman Perry,
Piney,
Wrangler%
and
Campgrounds. kindling 'reek,
Craven% Ray, Taylor Hay,(iatliti
Point. Birmingham Ferry, and
Redd Hollow Cuitipgtountly
havr
total of 4$ vhort-term
tone to viv month%) mite% available

File W1(4.111111 prOCC1111 101 4CII•
%MIMI %Ile reNervations is
deitigned to allow for the maxi•
mum amount of participation in
the program,
Completed application% mut.,
hr turned In hy January N, 2010,
and thr %election pioccont will he
held January In, for we% in
Hillman Perry arid Piney
Campground%
Deadline lot application% for
rite% iti Wrantflera, RuvhIng
t'trek, Craven% Ray, Taylor Ray,
Point, Ilirtningliatti Ferry,
arid Redd Hollow Catnpgroundn
iv Janualy I with the yelection
'micro' taking plat r Jamie' y 2

contrul over,
hear when a coat
ha% biotic dovin
of the ;Num the!
num! to play hard
vent on "
hymn Simpust.
head coloh v,toi
replace (11-11541
director Allen
Alin from Martin
INntitinmo
(lrittin will land

01 of room' be
y and the rem pi
ih him luck." be
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• Suct
holiday Meal
planning t. about prcputA11401
II you t hoovr to think dm
mg the holitlavy, 'Arose he %are
Ito triply your boll
smtl
with lemmas. to t othst, t(door., day %recut and contact the
medication, and geneial well tow:hey at
tom for help
not% Mc tr.ommendatitiii for with planning

I haheter

oat he.

al

I '141/ t ont, privonaltorti tha
bele% t oat huts yervice, krsowy
tin% dory not hove its he the cave
help Move with diabetes( we
have molded mane tip% that
will hells enspowet them to lake
Ism k the Militia., ‘rgoon at, a
1 1 111r 111 joy
• 1191111111$ Ahead kry Vvith
isll the wonderful holiday food
choove Irons, he gore to have
your plate 1)1111111C11 11111 III
411V4Ill
11V11141 letting your
!tote tunly take over Th111
111011l/C11 deissertm, rind out
recipes and carbohydrate tom
You might rittd that you can rit
in a little (divest of every favorite
holiday drawn into your meal,
and Mill may de ti mak
• Try to plan holiday 111141111
around your normal meal lime%
inimead %neck time%
• Keep your carhohydrate%
Aincall out throughout the day,
&MI 1141Vr them all for one meal,
Remember that you' hotly like%
Lonalstency with arbohydratem
to proven thr glut oyir rfilkient•
ly and work properly with your
medication% Pack swine left
over% and enjoy the holiday
meal again the next day,
•'Ildte a walk after yout meal
to re-energiti and help your
body dtgent and hunt Mt oars
caloric, from the variety of hots
Way food%

Moto provlekta

GUEST SPEAKER: Dana Howsrd was the guest speaker at
the Mayfield Rotary Club luncheon meeting held at the
Mayfield-Graves Country Club. Sharon Green, Rotarian and
member of the Murray State University Board of Regents,
introduced Howard who is the Communications and Special
Events Coordinator for Murray State Alurnni Affairs, Howard
discussed how MSU Alumni Affairs is reaching out to alumni
all over the world through new communications efforts, such
as their new Racer Alumni On-line Community. Alumni can
Interact with each other and the university at wwwraceralum.
acorn Pictured are Howard dett) and Omen
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The
Perfect
Gyi!
Orleans
Oak
American Furniture Bonded Leather Bentley
Curio
Cognac Sofa $598 Loveseat $568

eReckeLerIticelirner
Klaussner Value Parchment Sofa $898
Matching Loveseat 6848
Catnapper Autumn Chenille
Power Lift Recliner

t,
f
1
Hillsdale Storage Bookcase Bed 8875 Broyhill Queen Bed $898 5 D
Antique Black 6 Drawer Chest $597 Chest MI Dresser & Mirror $1

Ashley Table & 4 Chain

Broyhill
Red Chenille
Velvet Sofa MOS
Chair & I/2 $411(11$
Sortie- savings
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Amon Sot
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Euro Top
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